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STATEMENT OF RELATED CASES
This is a collateral appeal regarding the district court’s refusal to seal thirdparty confidential information arising out of five patent-infringement actions
between (mostly) the same parties:


Uniloc USA Inc. et al. v. Apple Inc., No. 3:18-cv-00358-WHA (N.D.
Cal.)



Uniloc 2017 LLC et al. v. Apple Inc., No. 3:18-cv-00360, -00363,
-00365 & -00572-WHA (N.D. Cal.)1

Appellants Uniloc USA, Inc. (“Uniloc USA”) and Uniloc Luxembourg S.A.
(“Uniloc LUX”) are the plaintiffs in the -358 case. Uniloc 2017 LLC (“Uniloc
2017”), Uniloc USA and Uniloc LUX (collectively “Uniloc”) are the plaintiffs in
the -360, -363, -365 and -572 cases (“-360 et seq. cases”).2 Appellee Apple Inc.
(“Apple”) is the defendant in all cases. Third-party Electronic Frontier Foundation
(“EFF”) is an intervenor in all cases.
The -360, -365 and -572 cases are stayed due to instituted inter partes
reviews. Uniloc moved to dismiss without prejudice the -363 case on September 5,

Cases will be referred to by their non-zero digits, e.g., “the -360 case.” All
relevant pleadings in the -360, -363, -365 and -572 cases were filed in parallel. To
avoid quadruplicate entries in the Joint Appendix, all items from the record below
for these cases are from the docket of the -360 case, unless otherwise noted. The
-358 case is an exception, as it took a different path.
1

2

The district court allowed Uniloc 2017 to joint as plaintiff in the -360 et seq.
cases. Appx674. Uniloc 2017 subsequently moved to join the -358 case, but the
motion was denied. Appx903.
1

2018, which motion was granted on August 7, 2019; the to-be-sealed documents in
the -363 case were filed between those dates.
The -358 case was dismissed on December 4, 2020. The substance of that
dismissal is on appeal to this Court in Appeal No. 2021-1572. The -1572 appeal
was briefly related to the instant appeals, see -1568 Appeal, Order (Feb. 1, 2021),
but the Court deconsolidated the -1572 appeal pursuant to Uniloc’s unopposed
motion, see id., Dkt. No. 15 (Feb. 25, 2021).
Some of the same to-be-sealed information at issue here was also submitted
in eleven cases between Uniloc 2017 and Google LLC (“Google”): Uniloc 2017
LLC v. Google LLC, Nos. 4:20-cv-04355, -05330, -05333, -05334, -05339, -05341,
-05342, -05343, -05344, -05345 & -05346-YGR (N.D. Cal.) (collectively “the
Google cases”). The information was ordered sealed in the Google cases. Those
cases were dismissed on December 22, 2020. The substance of those dismissals is
on appeal to this Court in Appeal Nos. 2021-1498, -1500, 1501, -1502, -1503,
-1504, -1505, 1506, -1507, -1508 & -1509.
Some of the same to-be-sealed information at issue here was also submitted
in a case brought by Uniloc USA and Uniloc LUX against Motorola Mobility,
LLC (“Motorola”): Uniloc USA, Inc. v. Motorola Mobility, LLC, C.A. No. 171658 (CFC) (D. Del.). The relevant information remains under seal in the

2

Motorola case. The Motorola case was dismissed on December 30, 2020. The
substance of that dismissal is on appeal to this Court in Appeal No. 2021-1555.
The following table lays out the cases and appeals, and how they are related:
Case
-358 (N.D. Cal.)

Uniloc(s)
USA, LUX

-360 (N.D. Cal.)

2017, USA,
LUX
2017, USA,
LUX
2017, USA,
LUX
2017, USA,
LUX
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
USA, LUX

-363 (N.D. Cal.)
-365 (N.D. Cal.)
-572 (N.D. Cal.)
-4355 (N.D. Cal.)
-5330 (N.D. Cal.)
-5333 (N.D. Cal.)
-5334 (N.D. Cal.)
-5339 (N.D. Cal.)
-5341 (N.D. Cal.)
-5342 (N.D. Cal.)
-5343 (N.D. Cal.)
-5344 (N.D. Cal.)
-5345 (N.D. Cal.)
-5346 (N.D. Cal.)
-1658 (D. Del.)

Defendant Appeal
Subject Matter
Apple
-1572 Standing
-1573 Sealing (present appeal)
Apple
-1568
Apple

-1569

Apple

-1570

Apple

-1571

Google
Google
Google
Google
Google
Google
Google
Google
Google
Google
Google
Motorola

-1498
-1500
-1501
-1502
-1503
-1504
-1505
-1506
-1507
-1508
-1509
-1555

Sealing (present appeal)

Standing

Standing

This Court’s determination of the present appeals should not impact the
outcome of the -1572 appeal, the -1498 et al. appeals or the -1555 appeal, and vice
versa. The Court’s determination will, however, influence whether the materials
filed in the underlying cases remain under seal.

3

STATEMENT OF PRIOR APPEALS
Some of the same issues were raised in a prior appeal of in the -360 et seq.
cases in Uniloc 2017 LLC v. Apple, Inc., 964 F.3d 1351 (Fed. Cir. 2020). See
Appx484-504. In that opinion, this Court affirmed-in-part, vacated-in-part and
remanded for further consideration of the to-be-sealed information. After further
briefing, the district court below issued an order, Appx30-36, which forms the
basis for the current collateral appeals.
The -358 case was separately appealed to this Court following dismissal on
Section 101 grounds in Uniloc USA, Inc. v. Apple Inc., 784 F. App’x 763 (Fed. Cir.
2019). See Appx476-483. This Court vacated and remanded for further
consideration of standing issues which are not (directly) relevant to the current
collateral appeals. Instead, these collateral appeals relate to whether the third-party
licensing information filed in conjunction with the standing motions in all of the
cases will remain under seal.
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
This appeal relates to narrowly tailored redactions covering confidential
business and patent-licensing information of more than 100 third-parties. On
December 22, 2020, Judge Gonzalez Rogers of the Northern District of California
issued an order sealing much of this information:
Uniloc 2017 seeks to seal portions of two exhibits that identify thirdparty licensees and the amounts they paid for each license, as well as

4

their confidential payment information. Pricing terms and
confidential financial information are routinely sealed as materials
that may be used to harass or harm a party’s competitive standing.
The requests are narrowly tailored and do not prevent the public from
understanding the issues in this motion. Accordingly, Uniloc 2017’s
motion seal is GRANTED.
Uniloc 2017 LLC v. Google LLC, ___ F. Supp. 3d ___, No. 4:20-cv-04355-YGR,
2020 WL 7626430, at *13 n.23 (N.D. Cal. Dec. 22, 2020) (citation omitted).
However, this is not the order on appeal.
Instead, earlier on December 22, 2020—literally the same day—Judge Alsup
of the Northern District of California refused to seal some of the same documents
and information, despite identical arguments presented to both judges of the same
court:
This order addresses the sealing of evidence submitted in a patent
infringement suit. Accepting that several courts of appeal have held
certain licensing and financial records sealable at times, on the record
provided, the sealing motions are DENIED.
Appx30. This is the order on appeal.
The disparate treatment was even noted in the press, such as by Docket
Navigator, which included squibs of the contradicting orders at the top its Patent
Docket Report for December 28, 2020:

5

Appx1063.
Appellants respectfully submit that the district court on appeal—Judge
Alsup, not Judge Gonzalez Rogers—made several mistakes of law and fact in
refusing to seal the confidential information of more than 100 third-parties.

6

STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION
Uniloc appeals from the district court’s December 22, 2020 Order re
Sealing. Appx30-36. The district court has jurisdiction over the proceedings below
pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331, 1338(a) and 1367. This Court would have
jurisdiction over an appeal from a final judgment in this case under 28 U.S.C. §
1295(a)(1), because Uniloc asserted claims for patent infringement. Indeed, as
noted above, this Court currently has jurisdiction over just such an (unrelated)
appeal in the -358 case.
This Court has jurisdiction over these non-final appeals pursuant to the
collateral order doctrine. Uniloc 2017 v. Apple, 964 F.3d at 1357-58; see also, e.g.,
Oliner v. Kontrabecki, 745 F.3d 1024, 1025 (9th Cir. 2014) (recognizing that in the
Ninth Circuit “an order denying a motion to unseal or seal documents is appealable
either as a final order under 28 U.S.C. § 1291 or as a collateral order”).
STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES
1.

Whether the district court made a mistake of law in concluding that all

of the courts of the Northern District of California have been consistently wrong in
sealing third-party patent-licensing information, based upon the novel theory that
“[t]he public has every right to account for all its tenants, all its sub-tenants, and
(more broadly) anyone holding even a slice of the public grant” of a patent.
Appx34.

7

2.

Whether the district court made a mistake of law in ignoring the

evidence already before it, following remand from this Court with the instruction
to consider that evidence.
3.

Whether the district court abused its discretion in refusing to seal

discrete portions of third-party information and documents, which information and
documents relate to valuable and fiercely protected trade secrets.
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
This appeal relates to the district court’s denial of a motion to redact or seal
trade secret information belonging to more than 100 third-parties. The to-besealed information includes (1) a table with the financial terms of 109 licenses
between third-party licensees and Uniloc; (2) excerpts of a declaration expressing
the requests and concerns of twenty-three third-party licensees who asked the
district court to maintain their information under seal; (3) eight individual
declarations from third-party licensees who asked the district court to maintain
their information under seal; (4) a non-party’s memorandum which discloses that
non-party’s business analyses, as well as some of the third-party licensees’
information at issue in the other documents; and (5) scattered filings which
reference this confidential information. Attachment A to this Brief identifies and
cross-references the few remaining items in the record.

8

To understand why these few items should be redacted or filed under seal,
further background is required. Uniloc USA and Uniloc LUX brought suit against
Apple to pursue their patent rights in five separate cases in the Eastern District of
Texas. Apple moved to transfer these cases—along with others between the
parties—to the Northern District of California, which motion was granted in
December 2017. The cases in these collateral appeals were transferred in January
2018 and assigned to Judge Alsup. From there, the cases took two disparate paths
to arrive before this Court.
I.

The -360 et seq. cases.
A.

The district court granted Uniloc’s motion to add Uniloc
2017 to the cases and denied Apple’s motion to dismiss.

In mid-2018, several Uniloc entities entered a series of corporate
transactions which resulted in a new entity, Uniloc 2017, as the assignee of the
patents-in-suit. So, in August 2018, the Uniloc parties in the -360 et seq. cases
filed a Rule 25 motion to join Uniloc 2017 as the patent owner. Appx89 (Dkt. No.
119). Separately, in September 2018, the district court sua sponte stayed these
cases pending IPRs, but allowed Apple to file a motion challenging Uniloc’s
standing and as to subject matter issues. Appx90 (Dkt. No. 131).
On October 25, 2018, Apple moved to dismiss the four -360 et seq. cases for
lack of subject matter jurisdiction. Appx91 (Dkt. No. 135). In short, Apple argued
that the Uniloc entities had granted their creditor, Fortress Credit Co. LLC
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(“Fortress”), a license with the right to sublicense in the event of a default. Apple
further argued that there had been a default because the agreement required Uniloc
to obtain at least $20,000,000 in licensing revenue by March 31, 2017, while
Uniloc had only obtained about $14,000,000 by that time. Apple argued that, as a
result, Uniloc lacked the right to exclude Apple from practicing the patents.
On January 17, 2019, the district court denied Apple’s motion to dismiss and
granted Uniloc’s motion to add Uniloc 2017 as a plaintiff. See Appx666-675. The
substantive correctness of the district court’s ruling denying Apple’s motion to
dismiss is not at issue in this appeal. Rather, the question is whether the district
court made a mistake of law in refusing to seal third-party information filed in
association with Apple’s motions to dismiss.
B.

The parties submitted motions to seal third-party
confidential information associated with Apple’s motions to
dismiss.

Apple’s motion to dismiss was filed with documents and information that
disclosed, inter alia, the individual licensing information of more than 100 thirdparties, see infra Statement of the Case § I.E, including information that had been
produced and designated by Uniloc as Highly Confidential under the Protective
Order, see Appx1-29. So, concurrent with its motion, Apple filed an
administrative motion to seal or redact the designated information. Appx349-355.
As required by Local Rule 79-5(e)(1), Uniloc—as the “Designating Party”—filed a
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declaration in support of Apple’s administrative motion four days later. Appx356359. Uniloc’s opposition was accompanied by an administrative motion and
declaration to seal additional information. Appx360-365. Apple’s reply was
accompanied by an administrative motion to seal a few more items, Appx366-372,
for which Uniloc submitted a declaration in support, Appx373-375.
C.

The district court denied the parties’ motions to seal and
the district court and denied EFF’s motion to intervene.

On January 9, 2019, one day before oral arguments on Apple’s motion to
dismiss, third-party Electronic Frontier Foundation (“EFF”) moved to intervene to
oppose the parties’ motions to seal. Appx93 (Dkt. No. 152).
On January 17, 2019, four days before Uniloc’s deadline to respond to
EFF’s motion to intervene, the district court denied the parties’ motions to seal and
denied EFF’s motion to intervene. Appx38-39.
D.

The district court denied Uniloc’s motion for leave to file a
motion for reconsideration regarding the motions to seal
and denied EFF’s second motion to intervene.

On February 15, 2019, Uniloc filed a motion for leave to file a motion for
reconsideration regarding the motions to seal. Appx95 (Dkt. No. 168). The
substantive motion for reconsideration that Uniloc proposed to file was included as
an exhibit. Appx418-435 (“motion for reconsideration”). Therein, Uniloc
retrenched the proposed redactions and documents to be filed under seal, such that
upwards of 90% of the previously confidential materials would be made public.
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Uniloc’s motion for reconsideration was accompanied by a fifteen-page,
5000-plus-word declaration that detailed, on an item-by-item basis, the individual
grounds for redacting or sealing the remaining 10%. Appx761-776. Several of the
exhibits accompanying Uniloc’s motion for reconsideration were the subject of one
more motion to file under seal and declaration, Appx392-409, to address, inter
alia, eight of the thirteen third-party declarations asking the district court to keep
their information under seal, Appx805-837 (sealed declarations); and statements
from twenty-three third-parties who asked Uniloc to relay specific, sealed requests
regarding their information to the district court, Appx767-772, ¶¶ 9-9.w.i.
Apple did not oppose Uniloc’s motions.
On March 11, 2019, EFF filed its “Second Motion to Intervene for Limited
Purpose of Opposing Uniloc’s Motion for Reconsideration.” Appx96 (Dkt. No.
177). Uniloc opposed. Appx96 (Dkt. No. 180).
On May 7, 2019, the district court acknowledged that “Apple’s motion to
dismiss for lack of standing did not directly depend upon information regarding the
specific dollar amounts, financial terms, and names of the licensees in the various
agreements (with Fortress or third-party licensees).” Appx42. Nonetheless, it
denied Uniloc’s motion for reconsideration. Appx43. The district court again
denied EFF permission to intervene, other than as to an appeal. Id.
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E.

The few documents still at issue disclose more than 100
third-parties’ confidential information.

With the motions to seal from the -360 et seq. cases now laid out, it is time
to discuss the documents and information still at issue.
To establish its point that Uniloc had not reached the $20,000,000 threshold
by March 31, 2017—a fact Uniloc did not dispute—Apple filed a number of
Uniloc’s confidential documents, including, inter alia: (1) documents that contain
detailed financial information regarding Uniloc’s licenses with third-parties; (2)
Uniloc’s loan agreements with Fortress; (3) cross-Uniloc-entity contracts; and (4)
deposition transcripts that addressed some of these items. Uniloc’s motion for
reconsideration added several confidential items: (5) a declaration from Uniloc’s
counsel describing the documents and requests for confidentiality from more than
thirty third-party licensees; and (6) declarations from third-party licenses.3
Although these confidential materials will be discussed individually below, see
infra Argument §§ III.B & III.C, one document should be brought to the fore.

3

More granularly:

Eight third-party licensees agreed to disclose their identities but asked
Uniloc to relay to the district court their requests that the financial terms of their
licenses remain under seal. Appx765-767 ¶¶ 8-8.h. Of these eight third-parties,
five separately submitted unsealed declarations. Appx436-450.
Twenty-three third-party licensees asked Uniloc to relay to the district
court—under seal—their individual requests for complete confidentiality and the
reasons therefor. Appx767-772 ¶¶ 9-9.w.i. Of these twenty-three third-parties,
eight also submitted sealed or redacted declarations. Appx805-837.
13

Exhibit A accompanying Apple’s motion to dismiss was the Conformed
Revenue Sharing and Note and Warrant Purchase Agreement. Appx708-734.4
The last three pages include a table of 109 licenses between third-party licensees
and Uniloc. Appx732-734. Each line identifies the licensee (i.e., the third-party),
the date of the license, the amount paid and the license type for each license:

Each such set of information is covered by a separate license agreement.
Appx764 ¶ 4. Almost every one of these license agreements includes a
confidentiality provision. Id. And nearly all of these agreements arose out of
cases in which district courts issued protective orders. See, e.g., Appx941-962
Uniloc USA, Inc. v. Microsoft Corp., No. 03-cv-440 (WES), Dkt. No. 23 (D.R.I.
Apr. 30, 2004). So, this one Uniloc document includes trade secret information of

4

Most of the documents still at issue were originally attached to the Winnard
Declarations accompanying Apple’s motion to dismiss and Apple’s reply brief, see
Appx353-355; Appx370-372, and the pleadings generally refer to them using those
exhibit designations.
Local Rule 79-5(d)(1) requires to-be-sealed documents to be attached to
declarations accompanying motions to seal. So, every time there was a motion to
seal related to a given document, that document was (re)filed. This led to
duplication and nested exhibit-numbering in the record. To avoid duplication in
the Joint Appendix, only those versions attached to the last motion to seal are
included. See Appx676-707.
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more than 100 third-parties. Still, the district court denied the parties’ motions to
seal this third-party information and Uniloc’s motion for reconsideration.
F.

This Court affirmed-in-part, vacated-in-part and remanded
for further action.

Uniloc filed an interlocutory appeal to this Court regarding the district
court’s denial of the motions to seal. EFF intervened. This Court heard oral
arguments on April 8, 2020 and issued its opinion on August 9, 2020. Appx484504 (published at 964 F.3d 1351 (Fed. Cir. 2020)).
First, this Court concluded that the district court did not abuse its discretion
in denying “Uniloc’s requests to seal its purportedly confidential information and
that of its related entities” due to originally overbroad requests. Appx502.
Second, though, this Court concluded that the confidential information
belonging to the more-than 100 licensees and third-parties was entitled to a closer
look:
Such third-parties were not responsible for Uniloc’s filing of an
overbroad sealing request. Their information calls for an analysis not
dependent on the overbreadth rationale just discussed.
The district court rejected Uniloc’s attempt to prevent
disclosure of information related to its third-party licensees, including
the licensees’ names, the duration of their licenses, and the specific
royalty rate each licensee paid. Uniloc asserts that almost all of its
third-party license agreements included a confidentiality provision,
indicating that the information in the agreements was “proprietary and
confidential,” and that “the vast majority of these agreements were
entered into under the auspices of protective orders signed by district
court judges.” Significantly, moreover, many of Uniloc’s licensees
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have submitted declarations stating that they wish their licensing
information to remain confidential and that the disclosure of such information would cause them material competitive injury.
As to these third-party materials, we conclude that the district
court failed to make findings sufficient to allow us to adequately
assess whether it properly balanced the public’s right of access against
the interests of the third-parties in shielding their financial and
licensing information from public view. In this regard, there is no
indication in the record that the court assessed whether any of the
third-party information was “protectable as a trade secret or otherwise
entitled to protection under the law.” We therefore vacate those
portions of the district court’s orders which denied sealing or
redaction of the purportedly confidential information of third-parties
and remand so that the court may make particularized determinations
as to whether and, if so, to what extent, the materials of each of these
parties should be made public.
Appx502-504 (citations omitted).
And, this Court recognized that non-party Fortress, as Uniloc’s lender,
presented an intermediate situation between Uniloc and the other third-parties. So,
this Court left to the district court’s discretion the question of whether Fortress’s
materials should be kept under seal. Appx502 at n.8.
G.

Uniloc and Fortress unsealed their information and Uniloc
filed a motion asking the district court to seal the thirdparties’ information.

Following issuance of the mandate, Uniloc identified all purely Uniloc
information and materials for filing into the public record. And, rather than drag
out the issue, Fortress agreed to submit its materials into the public record as well.
So, on November 19, 2020, Uniloc filed two motions. First, Uniloc filed a motion
to place most of the documents into the public record. Appx661-664. And,
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second, Uniloc filed a motion to seal the few remaining documents with third-party
information. Appx676-700. The outcome of that second motion is part of the
basis for the current appeals, as will be discussed further below.
II.

The -358 case.
The -358 case took a different path to end up in mostly the same place.
On May 18, 2018—five months before Apple moved to dismiss on standing

grounds in the -360 et seq. cases—the district court held that the patent-at-issue in
the -358 case was directed to patent-ineligible subject matter and granted Apple’s
motion for judgment on the pleadings. Appx70 (-358 case, Dkt. No. 99). Uniloc
appealed but, during that appeal, Apple raised the question of standing. So, this
Court remanded to address the standing issue without touching upon patentability.
Appx476-483.
Following remand and after further discovery, on October 1, 2020, Uniloc
moved to add Uniloc 2017 as a party to the -358 case and for a declaration that the
court had subject matter jurisdiction. Appx66 (-358 case, Dkt. No. 158). On
October 22, 2020, Apple filed an opposition to Uniloc’s motion, Appx66 (-358
case, Dkt. No. 163); and separately filed a motion to dismiss on standing grounds
in the -358 case, Appx66 (-358 case, Dkt. No. 165). Apple filed motions to seal
associated with each. Appx505-518.
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Uniloc timely filed two Local Rule 79-5(e)(1) declarations. In the first,
Uniloc stated that none of the documents accompanying Apple’s opposition to the
motion to add Uniloc 2017 needed to be sealed. Appx617-618. In the second,
Uniloc and Fortress asked the court to seal just (1) three lines from a deposition
transcript that disclosed third-party licensee information; (2) a Fortress
Memorandum that disclosed Fortress’s confidential information, as well as dozens
of third-party licensees’ information; and (3) four lines of Apple’s memorandum
which disclosed details of the Fortress Memorandum. Appx619-625. The
outcome of that second request to seal is the other part of the basis for the current
appeals, as will be discussed further below.
On December 4, 2020, the district court granted Apple’s motion to dismiss
and denied Uniloc’s motion to add Uniloc 2017 as a party. Appx891-904. That
order will be addressed in the -1572 appeal; the substance is not at issue here.
***
This brings the matters in the present appeals to the same place, with
Uniloc’s motion to seal in the -360 et seq. cases lining up (in time and some
substance) with Apple’s motion to seal similar information in the -358 case.
III.

EFF moved to intervene, again.
On November 12, 2020, EFF filed its “Third Motion of Electronic Frontier

Foundation to Intervene for Limited Purpose of Opposing Motions to Seal,” in
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each of the cases, now including the -358 case. Appx99 (Dkt. No. 217). Uniloc
opposed. Appx102 (Dkt. No. 229).
IV.

The district court denied the parties’ motions to seal the thirdparties’ confidential information and permitted EFF to intervene
in the cases below.
On December 17, 2020, the district court held a hearing regarding (1)

Uniloc’s motion to seal third-party information following remand from this Court
in the -360 et seq. cases; (2) Apple’s motion to seal similar information from the
-358 case; and (3) EFF’s motion to intervene. See Appx924-940.
The district court began the hearing by stating that it did not intend to seal
anything because “we are dealing with the public right here . . . . [¶] And
ownership of that public right ought to be known. And anyone who has any slice
of it ought to be known and open to public view because it is a public right, not a
private right created like a trade secret agreement.” Appx925-926.
Uniloc noted more than thirty third-party licensees had submitted
declarations and statements which explained why they viewed their licensing
information as trade secrets, but the district court did not believe this was
sufficient:
THE COURT:
These licensees took these licenses, way back
when, whenever they took them. They were -- they knew the day
would come when someone would want to know their identities. It
wasn’t as if they got tricked into oh, my goodness, my identity is
going to come out now; and other people are going to sue me and try
to soak me too.
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No. They knew the day would come when their names would
become public, and now is the time because of the summary judgment
motion. So I’m sorry but I feel very strongly about this.
Appx930.
The district court then pressed Apple to take a position regarding whether
the materials should be sealed:
THE COURT:
Are you saying to me that on appeal, you are just
going to stand mute? That’s what I hear you saying.
Whatever order I come out with, you are going to say: Judge,
we wash our hands of it. That judge down there, no, let -- it is just up
to -- you know, the federal -- we don’t care, Judge. We have already
won our case. That is Apple’s position?
Appx935. Apple’s counsel confirmed that it was Apple’s position that the
information was sealable. Id. The district court stated that it was “disappointed”
that Apple would not defend the district court’s refusal to seal these materials and
allowed EFF to intervene in the case—not just on appeal, as before, but fully in the
cases below—because of Apple’s recognition that this information is sealable:
THE COURT:
. . . . I’m going to allow EFF to intervene in this
case because Apple in a -- I’m disappointed in Apple. After all the
trouble I have gone to, to scour this record on this brand new theory of
Apple’s about lack of standing -- and I had to scour the record in order
to understand it -- and finally I give Apple the relief it wants.
And when it comes to the ancillary issue of whether or not the
material that I relied on and reviewed should be under seal, All-in-all
we don’t care, Judge. We have already won. Oh, Judge, we will just
stand mute on appeal because there are going to be times when we
want to take the other side of this position because we want to keep
our information under seal. So thank you, Apple.
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EFF is going to stand in for the correct argument here. EFF
you are now in the case as a party.
Appx935-936.
On December 22, 2020, the district court issued its written order denying the
parties’ motions to seal and allowing EFF to intervene. Appx30-36. This order is
the basis for the current appeal and will be discussed in greater detail below. See
infra Argument § III.A.
V.

Subsequent sealing orders from the Northern District of
California.
Before turning to the arguments regarding the order on appeal, two

subsequent orders from the Northern District of California should be addressed.
A.

Uniloc v. Google: Judge Gonzalez Rogers of the Northern

District of California sealed some of the same information
on the same day.

The order on appeal in these cases was filed at 10:57 a.m. PT on December
22, 2020. But, that was not the last order of the day to address some of this
information.
In its copy-cat motion to dismiss—the substance of which is at issue in the
-1498 et seq. appeals—Google filed some of the same materials, including Exhibit
A, with its list of 109 licenses. Those materials were the subject of an October 2,
2020, motion to seal, Appx1056-1059, and a declaration from Uniloc’s counsel
that paralleled the declaration from the Apple cases, Appx1060-1062. The motion
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and declaration in support laid out the details of the Apple cases with respect to the
same documents and information. Compare Appx1056-1062 with Appx761-776.
At 3:30 p.m. PT on December 22, 2020, Judge Gonzalez Rogers ordered
sealed the materials submitted on her docket, including some of the very same
materials that the order on appeal refused to seal:
Uniloc 2017 seeks to seal portions of two exhibits that identify thirdparty licensees and the amounts they paid for each license, as well as
their confidential payment information. (Dkt. No. 354.) Pricing terms
and confidential financial information are routinely sealed as materials
that may be used to harass or harm a party’s competitive standing.
See In re Elec. Arts, Inc., 298 F. App’x 568, 569 (9th Cir. 2009); In re
Qualcomm Litig., No. 3:17-cv-0108-GPC-MDD, 2017 WL 5176922,
at *2 (S.D. Cal. Nov. 8, 2017). The requests are narrowly tailored and
do not prevent the public from understanding the issues in this motion.
Accordingly, Uniloc 2017’s motion seal is GRANTED.
Uniloc 2017 LLC v. Google LLC, ___ F. Supp. 3d ___, No. 4:20-cv-04355-YGR,
2020 WL 7626430, at *13 n.23 (N.D. Cal. Dec. 22, 2020).
B.

Finjan v. Juniper Network: The district court below cited
its order in this case in another instance where it denied a
motion to seal.

One final order worth mentioning was issued by the district court below in
another patent case, Finjan v. Juniper Network, a few months after the order on
appeal. See Appx1065-1067, Finjan, Inc. v. Juniper Network, Inc., No. 17-cv05659-WHA, Dkt. No. 656 (N.D. Cal. Feb. 10, 2021). As in the present appeals,
the district court’s order in Finjan v. Juniper Network followed a remand from this
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Court regarding that district court’s refusal to seal documents. See Finjan, Inc. v.
Juniper Network, Inc., 826 F. App’x 928 (Fed. Cir. 2020).
In short, in Finjan v. Juniper Network, this Court considered an appeal
wherein the district court below previously denied Finjan’s motion to redact eight
lines of the district court’s Daubert order “that Finjan asserts disclose confidential
licensing terms discussed between Finjan and third-party licensees.” Id. at 929. In
that appeal, this Court—just as in the Uniloc 2017 v. Apple appeal—explained that
the district court below had not provided any analysis regarding the third-party
licensee’s interest in its trade secrets. And so, this Court— just as in the Uniloc
2017 v. Apple appeal—remanded for further consideration:
In Uniloc, for example, we vacated and remanded a portion of an
order that “failed to make findings sufficient to allow us to adequately
assess whether [the district court] properly balanced the public's right
of access against the interests of the third parties in shielding their
financial and licensing information from public view.” We do the
same here. The district court did not perform the required analysis.
Id. (quoting Apple Inc. v. Samsung Elecs. Co., 727 F.3d 1214, 1220 (Fed. Cir.
2013)) (citation omitted).
Following remand, on February 10, 2021, the district court below—the court
on appeal here—denied the Finjan’s renewed motion to seal based upon the same
theories found in the order on appeal. The only order cited in support of its
decision to unseal those materials was the order on appeal here. Appx1065-1067,
Finjan, Inc. v. Juniper Network, Inc., No. 17-cv-5659, Dkt. No. 656 (N.D. Cal.
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Feb. 10, 2021). In other words, the only support the district court below could find
in Finjan v. Juniper Network for the proposition that licensing information should
be unsealed was the same court’s prior order in these cases.
SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT
The district court’s order is flawed in three respects.
First, the district court made a mistake of law in concluding that all of the
courts of the Northern District of California—and Ninth Circuit and this Court—
have uniformly been wrong to seal third-party patent-licensing information. The
district court came to this erroneous conclusion by devising the new theory that
patent licenses are both special and exempt from the universally recognized
principal that licensing details are trade secrets that are sealable. In so doing, the
district court contravened not only the overwhelming weight of precedent, but
every single case cited by any party, the intervenor and the district court itself.
Second, the district court made a mistake of law in ignoring this Court’s
express instructions in its previous remand to consider the many declarations and
statements already in the record from third-parties “stating that they wish their
licensing information to remain confidential and that the disclosure of such information would cause them material competitive injury.” Appx503.
Third, the district court abused its discretion by refusing to seal the thirdparties’ licensing information and other trade secrets. Financial and licensing
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information indisputably qualify as trade secrets, as does confidential business
information. Disclosure of this detailed information would indelibly injure more
than 100 third-parties by giving their future licensing and contracting partners an
unfair, asymmetric advantage in negotiations. The district court made a mistake of
law by failing to give the appropriate weight to these third-parties’ compelling
interests.
ARGUMENT
I.

Law
Documents filed with courts are presumed to be accessible to the public to

allow the public to hold courts accountable for their reasoning. In short, the public
should presumptively be able to confirm in the given case that the court came to
the right conclusion. There is, however, no irrebuttable right to access documents
just because the information contained in them is interesting.
In Center for Auto Safety v. Chrysler Group, LLC, 809 F.3d 1092, 1096 (9th
Cir. 2016), the Ninth Circuit stated:
“It is clear that the courts of this country recognize a general right to
inspect and copy public records and documents, including judicial
records and documents.” Nixon v. Warner Commnc’ns, Inc., 435 U.S.
589, 597 (1978). Following the Supreme Court’s lead, “we start with
a strong presumption in favor of access to court records.” Foltz v.
State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 331 F.3d 1122, 1135 (9th Cir. 2003).
Continuing—and this is key—the Ninth Circuit explained the touchstone of
public’s interest: “The presumption of access is ‘based on the need for federal
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courts, although independent—indeed, particularly because they are independent—
to have a measure of accountability and for the public to have confidence in the
administration of justice.’” Id. (quoting U.S. v. Amodeo, 71 F.3d 1044, 1048 (2d
Cir. 1995)); see also, e.g., Pintos v. Pac. Creditors Ass’n, 605 F.3d 665, 679 (9th
Cir. 2010) (“[The] relevant factors” include the “public interest in understanding
the judicial process and whether disclosure of the material could result in improper
use of the material for scandalous or libelous purposes or infringement upon trade
secrets.”) (quoting Hagestad v. Tragesser, 49 F.3d 1430, 1434 (9th Cir. 1995));
Phillips ex rel. Estates of Byrd v. Gen. Motors Corp., 307 F.3d 1206, 1213 (9th
Cir. 2002) (“[T]he public policy reasons behind a presumption of access to judicial
documents [are] judicial accountability [and] education about the judicial
process . . . .”).
Of course, “the right to inspect and copy judicial records is not absolute.”
Nixon, 435 U.S. at 598. Rather, “‘the common-law right of inspection has bowed
before the power of a court to insure that its records’ are not . . . sources of
business information that might harm a litigant’s competitive standing.” Id.
(quoting In re Casewell, 18 R.I. 835, 836, 29 A. 259 (1893)). In the Ninth Circuit,
the question is whether there are “compelling reasons” to maintain the documents
under seal in matters that are “more than tangentially related to the merits of the
case.” Center for Auto Safety, 809 F.3d at 1096; see also Kamakana v. City & Cty.
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of Honolulu, 447 F.3d 1172, 1178 (9th Cir. 2006). Even if the public has a legally
cognizable interest in access to a document, the presumption of public access is
rebutted where the document’s owner establishes a compelling reason to keep it
sealed.
The Ninth Circuit recognizes that there are compelling reasons to seal where
the release of particular “‘court files might have become a vehicle for improper
purposes,’ such as the use of records to gratify private spite, promote public
scandal, circulate libelous statements, or release trade secrets.” Kamakana, 447
F.3d at 1179 (quoting Nixon, 435 U.S. at 598) (emphasis added); see also Apple v.
Samsung, 727 F.3d at 1228 (applying Ninth Circuit law) (reversing the district
court; ordering sealed “market research reports [that] contain information that
Apple’s competitors could not obtain anywhere else”); Apple Inc. v. Psystar Corp.,
658 F.3d 1150, 1162 (9th Cir. 2011) (“publication of materials that could result in
infringement upon trade secrets has long been a factor that would overcome”
public access).
“The most commonly accepted definition of trade secrets,” Aronson v. Quick
Point Pencil Co., 440 U.S. 257, 266 (1979), is found in comment (b) to section 757
of the first Restatement of Torts. See, e.g., In re Elec. Arts, Inc., 298 Fed. App’x
568, 569 (9th Cir. 2008). It defines a “trade secret” as “any formula, pattern,
device or compilation of information which is used in one’s business, and which
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gives him an opportunity to obtain an advantage over competitors who do not
know or use it.” Rest. of Torts § 757, cmt. b (1939) (emphasis added); see also id.
(listing factors).
The irreparable harm that would result from disclosure of trade secrets is as
undeniable as it is obvious. See, e.g., Am. Standard Inc. v. Pfizer Inc., 828 F.2d
734, 741 (Fed. Cir. 1987) (recognizing harms of disclosure of confidential business
information to competitors and collecting cases). “A trade secret once lost is, of
course, lost forever.” North Atl. Instruments, Inc. v. Haber, 188 F.3d 38, 49 (2d
Cir. 1999) (quotation omitted); see also, e.g., In re Elec. Arts, Inc., 298 Fed. App’x
at 570 (recognizing that once trade secret information is made public, a party may
be “irreparably damaged”).
Courts within the Ninth Circuit regularly find compelling reasons to seal
documents containing valuable, competitive business information, because they are
recognized trade secrets. For example, in In re Electronic Arts, the Ninth Circuit
reversed a district court’s denial of a request to seal “pricing terms, royalty rates,
and guaranteed minimum payment terms found in a license agreement which were
plainly within the definition of ‘trade secrets.’” In re Elec. Arts, 298 Fed. App’x.
at 569-70; see also, e.g., Apple v. Samsung, 727 F.3d at 1222.
Other non-public information regarding pricing strategy, business decisionmaking and financial records also constitute trade secrets that may be sealed.
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Rodman v. Safeway, Inc., No. 3:11-cv-03003-JST, 2014 WL 12787874, at *2
(N.D. Cal. Aug. 22, 2014); see, e.g., Arista Networks, Inc. v. Cisco Sys., Inc., No.
5:16-cv-00923-BLF, 2018 WL 2010622, at *2-3 (N.D. Cal. Apr. 30, 2018)
(sealing, inter alia, “highly confidential and sensitive information relating to
Cisco’s financial information and internal development strategies,” “highly
confidential and sensitive information relating to Arista’s financial and customer
information,” and “confidential settlement terms between Cisco and third-party,
Huawei Technologies”); Juicero, Inc. v. iTaste Co., No. 5:17-cv-01921-BLF, 2017
WL 8294276, at *2 (N.D. Cal. Jun. 28, 2017) (sealing, inter alia, “confidential
financial and business information”); Van v. Language Line Servs., Inc., No. 5:14cv-03791-LHK, 2016 WL 3566980, at *2 (N.D. Cal. Jun. 6, 2016) (ordering sealed
“the identities of Defendants’ clients, billing rates, billing amounts, and the subject
matter of calls”); Transperfect Global, Inc. v. MotionPoint Corp., No. 4:10-cv02590-CW, 2014 WL 4950082, at *1 (N.D. Cal. Sept. 25, 2014) (sealing, inter
alia, “confidential financial and marketing information”); see also, e.g.,
McDonnell v. Southwest Airlines Co., 292 F. App’x 679, 680 (9th Cir. 2008)
(affirming finding that “compelling reasons” supported denying public access to
“documents contain[ing] trade secrets and confidential procedures and
communications”).
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As is most relevant in these appeals, licensing information in patent cases is
invariably sealed “because disclosure could create an asymmetry of information in
the negotiation of future licensing deals.” Apple Inc. v. Samsung Elecs. Co., Ltd.,
No. 5:11-cv-01846-LHK, 2012 WL 4933287, at *2 (N.D. Cal. Oct. 16, 2012)
(“Apple v. Samsung (N.D. Cal. October Order)”). In practice, licensing
information is almost a per se basis upon which to seal. See, e.g., In re Elec. Arts,
298 F. App’x at 569-570. As Judge Koh explained:
The Ninth Circuit has held, and [the Northern District of California]
has previously ruled, that pricing terms, royalty rates, and minimum
payment terms of licensing agreements plainly constitute trade secrets
and thus are sealable.
Apple Inc. v. Samsung Elecs. Co., Ltd., No. 5:11-cv-01846-LHK, 2012 WL
5988570, at *4 (N.D. Cal. Nov. 29, 2012) (“Apple v. Samsung (N.D. Cal.
November Order)”) (emphasis added). So, it should come as no surprise that the
judges of the Northern District of California, including, inter alia, Judges Chen,5

5

See, e.g., Appx994-996, Abbvie Inc. v. Novartis Vaccines & Diagnostics,
Inc., No. 3:3:17-cv-01815-EMC, Dkt. No. 64 at 1 (July 11, 2017).
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Davila,6 Freeman,7 Gilliam,8 Gonzalez Rogers,9 Hixson,10 Illston,11 Koh,12
Keulen,13 LaPorte,14 Orrick,15 Spero,16 Tigar,17 White,18 and Wilken,19 routinely
seal licenses and licensing information.

6

See, e.g., Appx997-1001, PersonalWeb Techs LLC v. IBM Corp., No. 5:16cv-01226-EJD, Dkt. No. 347 at 4 (N.D. Cal. July 27, 2017) (sealing pleadings and
exhibits that “contain[] confidential business information, confidential financial
information related to [the defendant] and third-parties, and confidential settlement
and license terms relating to third-parties”).
7

See, e.g., Appx1005-1007, Finjan v. Blue Coat Sys., LLC, No. 5:15-cv03295-BLF, Dkt. No. 398 at 2 (N.D. Cal. Oct. 31, 2017) (sealing “information
relating to [plaintiff’s] confidential business and licensing practices”).
8

See, e.g., In re Koninklijke Philips Patent Litig., No. 4:18-cv-01885-HSG,
2020 WL 1865294, at *1 (N.D. Cal. Apr. 13, 2020) (“Courts have found that
‘confidential business information’ in the form of “license agreements, financial
terms, details of confidential licensing negotiations, and business strategies’
satisfies the ‘compelling reasons’ standard.” (quoting In re Qualcomm Litig., No.
3:17-cv-0108-GPC-MDD, 2017 WL 5176922 (S.D. Cal. Nov. 8, 2017)); Plexxikon
Inc. v. Novartis Pharm. Corp., No. 4:17-cv-04405-HSG, 2020 WL 1233881, at *2
(N.D. Cal. Mar. 13, 2020) (“[T]he parties have narrowly tailored their requested
redactions to confidential and proprietary business, scientific, manufacturing, sales,
or licensing information. The public release of these documents could give nonparty competitors an unfair advantage in the development or marketing of rival
products.”); Big Baboon, Inc. v. SAP Am., Inc., No. 4:17-cv-02082-HSG, 2019 WL
1791421, at *4 (N.D. Cal. Apr. 24, 2019), aff’d, 819 F. App’x 928 (Fed. Cir. 2020)
(sealing appendices to a license agreement between defendant and third-parties);
Synchronoss Techs., Inc. v. Dropbox, Inc., No. 4:16-cv-00119-HSG, 2018 WL
6002319, at *3 (N.D. Cal. Nov. 15, 2018) (sealing documents that “contain highly
confidential, trade secret, and sensitive business information and practices of
[plaintiff] and third-parties . . . including specific terms of confidential license and
settlement agreements between [plaintiff] and third-party entities”); Appx10691072, TVIIM, LLC v. McAfee, Inc., No. 4:13-cv-04545-HSG, Dkt. No. 218 (N.D.
Cal. June 23, 2015) (sealing “patent, software, and/or technology licensing
information” that “could be used by McAfee’s competitors to McAfee’s
disadvantage, particularly because it reveals McAfee’s licensing history”).
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See, e.g., Uniloc v. Google, 2020 WL 7626430, at *21 n.23 (“Pricing terms
and confidential financial information are routinely sealed as materials that may be
used to harass or harm a party's competitive standing.”); Windy City Innovations,
LLC v. Facebook, Inc., No. 4:16-cv-01730-YGR, Dkt. No. 216 at 6 (N.D. Cal.
Sept. 25, 2019) (sealing “terms of licenses”).
9

10

See, e.g., Appx1051, Finjan, Inc. v. Juniper Network, Inc., No. 3:17-cv05659-WHA (TSH), Dkt. No. 570 (N.D. Cal. July 1, 2019) (granting redactions
regarding licenses). Magistrate Judge Hixson’s ruling in the Finjan v. Juniper
Network case is noteworthy for several reasons. First, the case was assigned to
Judge Alsup and referred to Judge Hixson for discovery matters. Second, just as in
the present case, the defendant filed the plaintiff’s documents under seal. See
Appx1045-1046, id., Dkt. No. 542 (defendant’s motion). Third, those sealed
documents included information regarding plaintiff’s licenses and licensing
discussions. See Appx1047-1049, id., Dkt. No. 552 (plaintiff’s declaration).
11

See, e.g., Verinata Health, Inc. v. Sequenom, Inc., No. 3:12-cv-00865 SI,
2014 WL 12789020, at *1 (N.D. Cal. Aug. 8, 2014) (sealing deposition excerpts
because of the “risk to Sequenom’s licensing negotiations with third parties and
Sequenom’s competitive interests”); Appx970-971, Bluestone Innovations LLC v.
Nichia Corp., No. 3:12-cv-00059-SI, Dkt. No. 285 at 2 (N.D. Cal. Apr. 15, 2013)
(sealing “documents [that] discuss confidential information, such as explicit details
regarding negotiations in licencing [sic] agreements and internal decision-making
processes”).
12

See, e.g., Apple Inc. v. Samsung Elecs. Co., Ltd., No. 5:11-cv-01846-LHK,
2012 WL 3283478, at *6 (N.D. Cal. Aug. 9, 2012) (“Apple v. Samsung (N.D. Cal.
August Order”) (“[T]he Court will follow the Ninth Circuit’s guidance and seal all
information related to the payment terms of Apple’s licensing agreements.”);
Abaxis, Inc. v. Cepheid, No. 10-cv-02840-LHK, 2011 WL 6002522, at *1 (N.D.
Cal. Nov. 30, 2011) (sealing “a term sheet from 2005 licensing negotiations
between Cepheid and Abaxis”).
13

See, e.g., Appx1052-1055, X One Inc. v. Uber Techs., Inc., No. 5:16-cv06050-LHK (SVK), Dkt. No. 243, at 4 (N.D. Cal. Aug. 2, 2019) (sealing
information related to defendant’s “third-party patent license agreements, including
the identities of the confidential third parties, the pricing terms and licensing fees,
and the specific intellectual property assets subject to the licenses”).
14

See, e.g., Dodocase VR, Inc. v. MerchSource, LLC, No. 3:17-cv-07088AGT, 2018 WL 5619799, at *1 n.1 (N.D. Cal. May 22, 2018) (sealing documents
“containing confidential settlement information in the form of sensitive pricing
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information that could be used to Plaintiff’s disadvantage by existing or potential
licensees”).
15

See, e.g., Intel Corp. v. Tela Innovations, Inc., No. 3:18-cv-02848-WHO,
2021 WL 783560, at *14 (N.D. Cal. Mar. 1, 2021) (sealing “discrete pieces of
confidential business, financial, and licensing information”); Huawei Techs., Co.,
Ltd. v. Samsung Elecs. Co., Ltd., No. 3:16-cv-02787-WHO, 2018 WL 1784065, at
*12 (N.D. Cal. Apr. 13, 2018) (sealing pleadings and exhibits related to licensing);
Appx1002-1004, Autodesk, Inc. v. Alter, No. 3:16-cv-04722-WHO, Dkt. No. 108
at 2 (N.D. Cal. Sept. 5, 2017) (sealing in its entirety a license agreement between
plaintiff and Walt Disney Pictures (“WDP”) because “publication of these terms
would put WDP at a notable negotiating disadvantage in future licensing
negotiations. In addition, WDP is not a party.”); see also, generally, Appx10281034, Autodesk, Inc. v. Alter, No. 3:16-cv-04722-WHO, Dkt. No. 174 (July 19,
2018) (sealing licensing information).
16

See, e.g., Appx1068, SmugMug, Inc. v. Virtual Photo Store LLC, No. 4:09cv-02255 CW (JCS), Dkt. No. 69 (Nov. 6, 2009) (sealing information regarding
amount of third-party license).
17

See, e.g., Appx1083-1086, Droplets, Inc. v. Yahoo!, Inc., No. 4:12-cv03733-JST, Dkt. No. 638 at 3 (N.D. Cal. Jan. 28, 2021) (sealing information
regarding licenses); Appx1080-1082, Symantec Corp. v. Zscaler, Inc., No. 4:17-cv04426-JST, Dkt. No. 356 at 2 (N.D. Cal. Oct. 29, 2019) (sealing information
regarding licensing agreements); Appx974-988, Icon-IP Pty Ltd. v. Specialized
Bicycle Components, Inc., No. 4:12-cv-3844-JST, Dkt. No. 217 at 5 (Mar. 4, 2015)
(“This exhibit contains information about assignments, and consulting and license
agreements between a third party consultant and Specialized. The Court is
satisfied that release of this information would result in an invasion of the third
party’s privacy, that Specialized would suffer competitive harm if this material
were made public, and that there are therefore compelling reasons to file this
exhibit in its entirety under seal. . . . More specifically, the Court is satisfied that
disclosing the terms of these agreements would put Specialized at a disadvantage
in future negotiations for similar agreements.”) (citations omitted).
18

See, e.g., Appx991-993, ChriMar Sys. Inc. v. Cisco Sys. Inc., No. 4:13-cv01300-JSW, Dkt. No. 413 at 3 (Aug. 12, 2016) (sealing entire license agreement).
19

See, e.g., Digital Reg of Texas, LLC v. Adobe Sys., Inc., No. 4:12-cv-01971CW, 2014 WL 6986068, at *1 (N.D. Cal. Dec. 10, 2014) (“[T]he redacted portions
disclose details of Digital Reg’s patent licenses and that public disclosure of this
information would harm Digital Reg by placing it at a disadvantage in future
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Not to belabor the point, but examples from Northern District of California
sealing licensing information are legion. Appellants stopped adding citations to
the footnotes above to avoid running into the word-limit for this Brief. This is not
a “both sides” situation; other than the district court below, the cases are all on the
side of sealing this information.
In fact, the judge below had—until these cases—consistently recognized that
that disclosure of patent licensing information “would cause great and undue
harm” to both litigants and their licensees. Appx963-964, Oracle Am., Inc. v.
Google Inc., No. 3:10-cv-03561-WHA, Dkt. No. 687 at 2 (N.D. Cal. Jan. 10,
2012). For example, the district court below ordered sealed the entirety of a
defendant’s license in another patent case just one week after denying Uniloc’s
motion for reconsideration:
[Plaintiff Finjan sought to seal Exhibit 7. Defendant] Juniper declares
that Exhibit 7, which consists of a confidential license agreement,
constitutes a trade secret (id. ¶ 10). See In re Elec. Arts, Inc., 298 F.
App’x 568, 569 (9th Cir. 2008). . . . Compelling reasons having been
shown, Finjan’s motion to seal Exhibit 7 in its entirety . . . is
GRANTED.

licensing negotiations. The Court finds good cause to grant the motion.”);
Appx968-969, Tessera, Inc. v. Advanced Micro Devices, Inc., No. 4:05-cv-04063CW, Dkt. No. 1036 at 2 (N.D. Cal. Aug. 10, 2012) (sealing “royalty reports with
financial information about payments”); Powertech Tech., Inc., v. Tessera, Inc.,
No. 4:11-cv-06121-CW, 2012 WL 1969039, at *1-2 (N.D. Cal. May 31, 2012)
(granting motion to seal details of license agreement).
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Appx1042-1044, Finjan, Inc. v. Juniper Network, Inc., No. 3:17-cv-05659-WHA,
Dkt. No. 485 at 2 (N.D. Cal. May 22, 2019).
The order on appeal denigrated Uniloc’s counsel’s declaration as “hearsay”
in refusing to seal third-party information, Appx33, but declarations from the
designating party’s counsel are the standard evidence used to support motions to
seal in the Northern District of California. See L.R. 79-5(d)(1) & 79-5(e)(1).
Nearly all the orders cited above at footnotes 5-19 were based upon counsels’
declarations. So too, the district court below had—until these cases—routinely
relied upon counsels’ declarations. For example, in Finjan v. Juniper Network, a
partner at Juniper Network’s outside counsel submitted a declaration in support of
the motion to seal, with only the following references to Exhibit 7:

***

***

Appx1038-1041, Finjan v. Juniper Network, No. 3:17-cv-05659-WHA, Dkt. No.
418 (N.D. Cal. Apr. 5, 2019) (highlighting added). The district court below held
that this constituted “[c]ompelling reasons having been shown,” and so sealed
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Exhibit 7 in its entirety. Appx1042-1044, Finjan v. Juniper Network, No. 3:17-cv05659-WHA, Dkt. No. 485 at 2.
In Oracle, an associate at defendant Google’s outside counsel submitted a
declaration in support of a motion to seal. The following shows the only mention
of licensing information in that declaration:

Appx965-967, Oracle, No. 3:10-cv-03561-WHA, Dkt. No. 600 (N.D. Cal. Jan. 10,
2012) (highlighting added). Again, the district court below concluded that this
declaration identified compelling reasons to seal the entire exhibit and, in fact, its
order quoted verbatim (without attribution) the highlighted text as the basis to seal.
Appx963-964, Oracle, No. 3:10-cv-03561-WHA, Dkt. No. 687 at 2.
So too, in Rembrandt Patent Innovations, LLC v. Apple Inc., on defendant
Apple’s motion, the district court below ordered sealed information from plaintiff
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Rembrandt including “Rembrandt’s business model, and the amounts of royalty
payments negotiated in licenses for the patents-in-suit.” Appx989-990, No. 3:14cv-05094 WHA, Dkt. No. 144144 at 2 (N.D. Cal. Jan. 12, 2016).
And in Plantronics, Inc. v. Aliph, Inc., the district court below granted
plaintiff’s motion to seal an entire license agreement. Appx972-973, No. 3:09-cv01714-WHA, Dkt. No. 295 (N.D. Cal. Dec. 5, 2013), Dkt. No. 295 at 2. It did so
even though the defendant (not the moving plaintiff) was the “Designating Party”
and even though defendant did not file any declaration in support of sealing it.
II.

Standard of Review
As this appeal does not involve substantive issues of patent law, this Court

applies the law of the regional circuit in which the district court sits, i.e., the Ninth
Circuit. Apple v. Samsung, 727 F.3d at 1220. When reviewing a district court’s
order sealing or unsealing judicial records, the Ninth Circuit reviews de novo
whether the district court used the correct legal standard. In re Midland Nat’l Life
Ins. Co. Annuity Sales Practices Litig., 686 F.3d 1115, 1119 (9th Cir. 2012).
A district court’s decision to seal or unseal judicial records is reviewed for
abuse of discretion, provided the district court applied the correct law. Id. Relying
upon an erroneous legal standard vitiates the abuse of discretion standard of
review. Foltz v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 331 F.3d 1122, 1135 (9th Cir.
2003) (“If the district court conscientiously balances the competing interests and
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articulates compelling reasons supported by specific factual findings, its decision
will be reviewed only for an abuse of discretion.”) (emphasis added).
A district court abuses its discretion if it “bases its decision on an erroneous
legal standard or clearly erroneous findings of fact,” Earth Island Inst. v. Carlton,
626 F.3d 462, 468 (9th Cir. 2010), or if the reviewing court “has a definite and
firm conviction that the court below committed a clear error of judgment in the
conclusion it reached upon a weighing of the relevant factors,” Smith v. Jackson,
84 F.3d 1213, 1221 (9th Cir. 1996).
In sum, this Court must first determine whether the district court below
followed the correct law; if not, then it is entitled to no deference. If the district
court applied the correct law, then the question is whether the district court abused
its discretion in its application of the law to the facts.
III.

Discussion
The district court below made several mistakes of law and fact, which in

turn infected its decision to unseal the remaining items of third-party information.
This abrogated application of the abuse of discretion standard in these appeals.
We will begin by going through the district court’s order and then turn to the
compelling grounds to seal the information at hand.
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A.

The district court erred on the law and facts.

The district court below made several reversible mistakes of law and fact in
denying the motion to seal.
To start, the district court improperly focused on the point that the thirdparty licensing information here at issue relates to patents. For example, the
district court quoted from its own prior (reversed-in-part) order:
[T]he public in turn has a strong interest in knowing the full extent of
the terms and conditions involved in [the patentee’s] exercise of its
patent rights and in seeing the extent to which [the patentee’s]
exercise of the government grant affects commerce.
Appx31-32 (quoting Appx41). The district court did not cite a single case—other
than its own—in support of this proposition. And, to close the loop, that earlier
order cited nothing at all for this proposition. See Appx41-42.
So too, the district court below wrote:
[A] patent is a public grant of rights. A patent owner is a tenant on a
plot within the realm of public knowledge, and a licensee is her subtenant. The public has every right to account for all its tenants, all its
sub-tenants, and (more broadly) anyone holding even a slice of the
public grant.
Appx35 (Dkt. No. 233 at 5) (emphasis in original); see also, e.g., id. (“[P]atent
licenses carry unique considerations.”); Appx925-926 (“[W]e are dealing with the
public right here . . . . [¶] And ownership of that public right ought to be known.”).
Again, the district court cited no precedents in support of this theory. Cf.
Uzuegbunam v. Preczewski, No. 19-968, ___ S. Ct. ___, 2021 WL 850106, at *6
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(U.S. Mar. 8, 2021) (“The dissent’s contrary assertion is unaccompanied by any
citation.”).
The foundation of patent law is the bargained exchange of public disclosure
for temporary monopoly rights to the disclosed invention. Cf. U.S. Const., Art. I,
Sect. 8, Cl. 8 (“The Congress shall have the Power To . . . promote the Progress of
Science and useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors and Inventors
the exclusive Right to their respective Writings and Discoveries.”). But there is
nothing in the Patent Act (or Constitution) that requires disclosure of licensing
transactions related to patents. There are untold hundreds of financial transactions
conducted every day with respect to patent rights and, beyond public recordation of
assignment interests in the public register, those transactions are almost always
confidential.
As a matter of public policy, it should not be the case where a patent owner
elects—or is forced—to protect its rights by way of litigation, that the patent owner
is thereby obliged to disclose the terms of every license it has done. Such a policy
would chill the interests of both patentees and licensees in entering license
agreements, thereby hampering the practice of licensing. Licensing should be
encouraged, not discouraged as would happen under the district court’s theory.
Whatever the merits of the district court’s theory might be, such public
interest would apply equally to every single licensing case cited herein. See supra
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nn.5-19. Every one of those cases involved patent licenses. And yet, the licensing
terms were sealed in every case. In other words, other than the district court on
appeal, the other judges of the Northern District of California have uniformly
found that, under Ninth Circuit law, the interest in maintaining the confidentiality
of universally acknowledged trade secrets related to patent licensing outweighs the
public’s interest in knowing the specific amounts paid for those licenses. There
has yet to be a single citation adduced to the contrary.
Moreover, in this instance, disclosure of the licensing information will not
advance the district court’s purported goal. None of the documents and
information at issue identify the licensed patents or portfolios. Rather, they
identify the licensee, amount paid, payment date and license type. Appx732-734.
So, the public will be no more informed of what entity has a license to what
patent(s) than before.
In any event, after identifying its theory, the district court turned to “the crux
of the problem,” which it described as “whether the particular bases offered by our
third parties outweigh the presumption of public access.” Appx32 (emphasis in
original). Focusing first on the law, the district court acknowledged that Uniloc
cited many cases in which this sort of information had been sealed, and for which
not a single contra citation has ever been found. But, the district court concluded
that those other courts had all simply and uniformly been wrong. This is not an
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exaggeration. Indeed, the judge had to state that he too had been consistently
wrong on the subject:
Uniloc’s reliance on the numerous district court orders which have
sealed similar information underscores the larger problem of
indiscriminate oversealing in patent and commercial cases nationwide.
This order readily acknowledges that this Court, among the many
Uniloc cites, has at times fallen into the habit, as a concession to the
shortness of life, of oversealing information that in truth should be
made public. But the culprits seem plain. Our adversarial system
collapses when, as often occurs in these suits, both parties seek to seal
more information than they have any right to and so do not police
each other’s indiscretion. Perhaps no case better illustrates this
collusive oversealing so much as the one upon which Uniloc
continually relies, Apple v. Samsung. There, both Apple and Samsung
bombarded the Honorable Lucy H. Koh with excessive and
unopposed sealing motions, took full advantage of the judge’s
patience in permitting them to revise and narrow their motions, and
then appealed the partial denial of their sealing motions to the Federal
Circuit, where they again refused to oppose each other’s motions,
leaving that task to amici curiae. 727 F.3d 1218-20.
True to form, given the opportunity to oppose Uniloc’s
oversealing at oral argument here, Apple abandoned the Court in its
enforcement of the local rules and circuit precedent, further confirmed
that it would not oppose the sealing on appeal, and opted instead to
grab its December 4 victory on the standing issue and head for the
hills. This is why EFF must be permitted to intervene.
Appx33 (emphasis in original). Yet again, the district court did not cite any other
cases in support of overturning this uniform precedent.
The above bears repeating: The district court below asserted that it and its
fellow judges of the Northern District of California have consistently sealed this
exact sort of information in the past. The Ninth Circuit and this Court too have
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sealed this sort of information. See, e.g., In re Elec. Arts, 298 Fed. App’x. at 56970; Apple v. Samsung, 727 F.3d at 1228 (applying Ninth Circuit law). But the
district court said that these courts were all wrong to have done so because patent
licenses are special. Yet, the district court could not cite a single precedent—at
any level—in support of this novel position, other than its own prior ruling which
this Court had vacated with respect to this exact issue. With all due respect, the
district court below could not overrule the Ninth Circuit. The fact that there is a
uniform practice on one side, with only one example on the other, suggests that the
district court made a mistake of law. E.g., Earth Island Inst., 626 F.3d at 468 (9th
Cir. 2010) (explaining that a district court abuses its discretion if it “bases its
decision on an erroneous legal standard or clearly erroneous findings of fact”).
Focusing next on the evidence presented, the district court acknowledged
that twenty-three licensees explicitly asked the court to keep their information
under seal, and that they provided reasons for their requests by way of Uniloc’s
declaration. But the district court discarded this evidence because “[a]ll of this is
hearsay.” Appx33 (Dkt. No. 233 at 4). The district court did not explain why a
third-party must submit a separate declaration in support; there is no such
requirement in the local rules.20 The district court also rejected, inter alia, the

Local Rule 79-5(e) requires that the “Designating Party” file a declaration.
Uniloc—which was the Designating Party for the document containing the list of
20
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thirteen (not hearsay) declarations filed by third-parties. Appx33-34. It rejected
this evidence—thousands upon thousands of words explaining the interests of the
third-parties—because the district court was bothered by the absence of any
additional evidence submitted after remand from this Court:
Given the Federal Circuit’s public remand to more carefully consider
their interests, the third parties’ silence speaks volumes. We are left
to balance the public interest against either stale declarations from
nearly two years ago (for those eight [sic.21] who provided them) or
Uniloc’s hearsay.
Appx34. Appellants submit that this was a clear misreading of this Court’s
directions on remand.
Again, in its July 2020 opinion, this Court recognized that “many of
Uniloc’s licensees have submitted declarations stating that they wish their
licensing information to remain confidential and that the disclosure of such information would cause them material competitive injury,” Appx503 (emphasis

109 licenses—did so, and therein included the pleas of the third-party licensees.
See Appx765-772 ¶¶ 8-9.w.i.
The undersigned counsel suggested to the licensees that they file their own
declarations. Thirteen did so. But many others declined, based upon the very fear
that was realized in this case—in addition to their licensing information, the district
court might put their declarations into the public record too. The district court’s
orders will likely chill future third-parties from coming forward to protect their
compelling interests.
21

The district court miscounted the third-party declarations in support of the
motions to seal. There were eight filed under seal, Appx805-837, and another five
filed in the public record, Appx436-450.
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added), and further that other third-parties had asked Uniloc to relay their requests
and concerns. So, this Court wrote:
As to these third-party materials, we conclude that the district court
failed to make findings sufficient to allow us to adequately assess
whether it properly balanced the public’s right of access against the
interests of the third parties in shielding their financial and licensing
information from public view.
Id. In short, this Court recognized that the district court failed to consider the
wealth of information already before it and remanded for consideration of those
materials. Yet, the district court denigrated Uniloc’s attempt to argue on behalf of
those third-parties and the evidence they already submitted because nothing new
was added to the already voluminous record. This was a mistake of law.
The district court next held that it was “[c]onclusive” that “the dates and
dollar amounts involved in Uniloc’s patent licenses ‘go to the heart of’ the primary
dispute, that of Uniloc’s standing (or lack thereof) to sue.” Appx34. But that is
demonstrably untrue. There was no relevance whatsoever to who paid Uniloc
licensing fees in the past. While the total amount paid was relevant to whether
there was a breach of the creditor agreement with Fortress, the individual payments
was not at issue.22 There was no “dispute” about the date and dollar amount under
As the district court previously recognized, “Apple’s motion to dismiss for
lack of standing did not directly depend upon information regarding the specific
dollar amounts, financial terms, and names of the licensees in the various
agreements (with Fortress or third-party licensees).” Appx42. Instead, it was the
aggregate of them all that mattered.
22
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the agreement. As the district court stated in its order dismissing the -358 case:
“Our facts are uncontested.” Appx897. This is because no one disputed that the
licensing target was $20,000,000. No one disputed that the deadline was March
31, 2017. And no one disputed that by March 31, 2017, Uniloc only gathered
about $14,000,000 in aggregate revenues. See, e.g., Appx892 & Appx897. By the
district court’s own account, all that remained in dispute was a question of law: In
light of the uncontested facts, did Uniloc lack standing to enforce its patents?
The district court then turned to the materials at issue. Based upon the
foregoing, it concluded that the table of licensing information would be unsealed,
as would be all references to any of those licenses in the deposition transcripts and
briefing. Appx35. The compelling reasons to seal these documents will be
discussed infra at Argument § III.B.
Lastly, the district court considered the Fortress Memorandum, submitted in
the -358 case. The district court concluded that it should be unsealed because
“Fortress has not submitted a declaration in support of its sealing request. Instead,
Uniloc filed the hearsay declaration here, merely reporting what Fortress’s counsel
apparently said (No. C 18-00358, Dkt. No. 173 at ¶¶ 3, 19-22).” Appx35. This
was a mistake of fact, as is evident from the cited paragraphs; the declaration was
expressly submitted on behalf of Uniloc and Fortress. The compelling reason to
seal this document will be discussed infra at Argument § III.C.
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In sum, the district court made mistakes of law—and thereby vitiated the
abuse of discretion standard—by (1) relying upon a new theory that patent licenses
hold a special place in the firmament of filing materials under seal; (2) ignoring the
dictates of the Ninth Circuit (and this Court’s application of Ninth Circuit law); (3)
disregarding the uniform holdings of the other judges of the Northern District of
California; (4) contravening its own prior holdings on the subject; (5) asserting that
all of those prior decisions were wrong; (6) announcing a new requirement for
third-parties seeking to keep their information confidential, to wit, that they must
individually file declarations close in time to the court’s consideration; (7) ignoring
this Court’s directions on remand; (8) ignoring (again) the evidence presented by
the more than 100 third-party licensees; (9) bypassing its own statement that the
facts were uncontested; and (10) misreading the declaration in support of Fortress.
Any one of these should warrant reversal, in part or whole. The correct outcome
was reached by Judge Gonzalez Rogers—also of the Northern District of
California—just five hours later, when she ordered sealed the same list of 109
licensees: “Pricing terms and confidential financial information are routinely
sealed as materials that may be used to harass or harm a party's competitive
standing.” Uniloc v. Google, 2020 WL 7626430, at *21 n.23.
***
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We will now turn to the individual documents and information to be sealed,
starting with the third-party licenses and related information, and then the Fortress
Memorandum.
B.

There are compelling reasons to redact the references to
third-party licensees and their licensing information.
1.

The Conformed Revenue Sharing and Note and
Warrant Purchase Agreement should remain
redacted.

The Conformed Revenue Sharing and Note and Warrant Purchase
Agreement—submitted as Exhibit A to Apple’s motion to dismiss in the -360
case—relates to the financial relationship between non-party Fortress and Uniloc.
Appx708-734. The first twenty-two pages have been made public, so the only
remaining issue relates to the last three pages. Appx732-734. Those pages include
a table listing 109 licenses. Each row discloses the third-party licensee’s name, the
date of the license and the amount paid for the license. Each such set of
information is covered by a separate agreement. Most of these agreements include
express confidentiality provisions. And, these confidentiality provisions are in
almost every instance founded upon court-issued protective orders.
Disclosure of these three pages would make public the confidential financial
and business information of more than 100 third-parties. In the cases cited herein,
see supra nn.5-19, the to-be-sealed information almost always related to just one
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third-party. So, there will be more third-party licensing information made public
through this one event than was at issue in all of the other cited cases combined.
Following the district court’s original refusal to seal this licensing
information, Uniloc’s counsel reached out to the licensees to ask for their positions
as to publication of this information. Appx764 ¶ 5. Just two of the more than 100
agreed to the disclosure of their information. Appx764-765 ¶¶ 7-7.b. Eight others
agreed to disclose their identities, but asked to maintain the confidentiality of their
license payments; they described their reasons in declarations submitted by them or
by Uniloc with their explicit requests. Appx436-450 (third-party declarations);
Appx765-767 ¶¶ 8-8.h.
Twenty-three licensees asked that all information about them remain
confidential; they described their reasons in the accompanying declarations
submitted by them or by Uniloc with their explicit requests. Appx805-837 (sealed
third-party declarations); Appx767-772 ¶¶ 9-9.w.i. These entities explained that
confidentiality, including of their identities, was important to the licensing
negotiations. See Huawei Techs., Co, Ltd v. Samsung Elecs. Co, Ltd., 340 F. Supp.
3d 934, 1004 (N.D. Cal. 2018) (“Percentages of royalties sought or secured in
negotiations or resulting licensing agreements may remain under seal at this
juncture, if those terms are not otherwise publicly known. This includes references
to the identities of third-parties to those agreements, assuming the existence of the
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agreement itself is not otherwise publicly known.”) (emphasis added). They further
asserted that the disclosure of their identities and the existence and terms of the
licenses would cause competitive harm.
As all the third-party licensees explained, they go to great lengths to
maintain the confidentiality of their licensing information. For, among other
reasons, disclosure of their licensing information would be used by other patentees
in license negotiations with those third-parties. This information asymmetry would
put these third-parties at a permanent disadvantage. Appx436-450; Appx805-837;
Appx765-772 ¶¶ 8-9.w.i; see, e.g., Finjan, Inc. v. Sophos, Inc., No. 14-cv-01197WHO, 2016 WL 7911365, at *1 (N.D. Cal. Aug. 30, 2016) (granting patentee’s
request to protect the identity of its licensees during trial by using codenames when
referring to the licensee and redacting the licensee’s name from the license
agreements submitted as evidence in the trial).
Uniloc is obliged to similarly protect the information of any entity that did
not respond or whose response was not sufficiently definite. Appx764 ¶ 6. That
some licensees did not respond does not mean they do not care, nor does it vitiate
Uniloc’s contractual obligations to abide by those third-parties’ previously
expressed wishes (and court-ordered protective orders). Rather, it could be that the
licensees moved from the addresses identified in the agreements; or, the in-house
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or outside counsel no longer receive email at the listed addresses; or, any number
of other alternatives. Silence cannot be taken as assent for disclosure.
Further, the identity of any given third-party and the terms of its individual
license agreement are not relevant to the issues considered by the district court, so
the public’s interest in this information is substantially outweighed by the thirdparty’s interest in maintaining its confidentiality. See Foltz, 331 F.3d at 1135.
Whether the proverbial Blackacre Corporation paid Uniloc a peppercorn or
$10,000,000 was irrelevant to Apple’s motion. The issue behind Apple’s motion
was whether, in the aggregate, Uniloc’s licenses hit a certain threshold. Appx42
(“Apple’s motion to dismiss for lack of standing did not directly depend upon
information regarding the specific dollar amounts, financial terms, and names of
the licensees in the various agreements (with Fortress or third-party
licensees) . . . .”). And that issue was not in dispute.
Nonetheless, the district court ordered this information unsealed.
If this Court will forgive the rhetorical questions, how could the district
court below hold that the declarations it considered in Oracle, Finjan v. Juniper
Network and Rembrandt were sufficient, see supra at 34-36, but the declarations in
this case were not? And how could the district court below conclude that the
license in Plantronics should be filed under seal in its entirety—even without a
declaration in support, see supra at 36—but the third-parties’ requests here were
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insufficient? The district court gave its answer: The district court concluded that it
and every other court must have been wrong. Appx33.23 If a district court cannot
cite a single appellate case in support of its conclusion that it and every other
district court’s uniform practice to date has been wrong, then that district court
must have made a mistake of law.
To the extent there is any question of whether the district court abused its
discretion, Uniloc asks this Court to compare the declarations that were found
sufficient—by the same district court—in Finjan v. Juniper Network, Appx10381041, and in Oracle, Appx965-967, with the declarations submitted in this case
that were deemed lacking, Appx436-450 (unsealed third-party declarations);
Appx805-833 (sealed third-party declarations); Appx766-772 ¶¶ 8-10 (Uniloc
declaration). Sealing the financial terms in the earlier cases, but not these cases, is
not an exercise in discretion; it is an abrogation of precedent and practice.24

23

The district court seemed to suggest that this Court came to the wrong
conclusion in Apple v. Samsung, 727 F.3d 1214. See Appx33.
24

Again, in Finjan v. Juniper Network, the same district court sealed the
“confidential license agreement between Juniper and a third-party, which is
information that falls within the definition of ‘trade secret,’” with far less evidence.
Appx1042-1044, Finjan v. Juniper Network, No. 3:17-cv-05659-WHA, Dkt. No.
485 at 2. In Oracle, the same district court sealed “non-public information about
licensing arrangements with third-parties, which are protected by confidentiality
clauses with those third-parties,” with far less evidence. Appx963-964, Oracle,
No. 3:10-cv-03561-WHA, Dkt. No. 687 at 2. In Rembrandt, the same district court
sealed “the amounts of royalty payments negotiated in licenses,” with far less
evidence. Appx989-990, No. 3:14-cv-05094 WHA, Dkt. No. 144 at 2 (N.D. Cal.
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In light of the thirteen third-party declarations and the more than 3500 words
of the Uniloc declaration which address this document in particular, Appellants
asks the Court to recognize that the third-parties and Uniloc identified more than
simple, “generalized assertions of potential competitive harm.” Appx43; see, e.g.,
Apple v. Samsung (N.D. Cal. November Order), 2012 WL 5988570, at *4 (“The
Ninth Circuit has held, and [the Northern District of California] has previously
ruled, that pricing terms, royalty rates, and minimum payment terms of licensing
agreements plainly constitute trade secrets and thus are sealable.”) (emphasis
added). Rather, as the district court below wrote in Oracle, these pages “contain[]
non-public information about licensing arrangements with third-parties, which are
protected by confidentiality clauses with those third-parties. [The third-parties]
do[] not make this information available to the public. Public disclosure of this
confidential information would cause great and undue harm to [those third-parties],
and place [them] at a competitive disadvantage.” Appx963-964, Oracle, No. 3:10cv-03561-WHA, Dkt. No. 687 at 2; cf. Microsoft Corp. v. Hon Hai Precision
Indus. Co., No. 5:19-cv-01279-LHK, 2020 WL 4901610, at *3 (N.D. Cal. Aug. 20,

Jan. 12, 2016). And, in Plantronics, the same district court sealed an entire license
agreement with absolutely no evidence.
Even if the district court were wrong in each of those earlier cases, the thirdparty licensees were at least entitled to rely upon those prior, consistent precedents
at the time they submitted their evidence and requests in the cases on appeal.
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2020) (“Exhibit 3 is a small, one-page excerpt from Microsoft’s damages expert’s
supplemental expert report. Exhibit 3 contains a single table replete with
confidential trade secret information concerning royalty rates and pricing terms.
As a result, the Court holds that Exhibit 3 is sealable in its entirety.”). This
constitutes compelling reasons shown and so Appellants respectfully request that
this Court overrule the district court and order that these lines remain redacted.
2.

The excerpts of the Settlement and License
Agreement between Microsoft and Uniloc should
remain redacted.

Apple filed a two-page excerpt from the confidential settlement and license
agreement between third-party Microsoft and Uniloc. Appx759-760. The
document is redacted to cover only the license fees.
Even EFF did not ask that these redactions be lifted. Nonetheless, the
district court ordered it unsealed.
As detailed in the Microsoft and Uniloc declarations, terms of the license
agreement constitute Microsoft’s trade secret information, disclosure of which
would cause competitive harm to Microsoft. Appx449-450; Appx766 ¶ 8.e.
Disclosure of this information would lead to information asymmetry between
third-party Microsoft and potential licensors, indelibly damaging Microsoft. See,
e.g., Appx963-964, Oracle, No. 3:10-cv-03561-WHA, Dkt. No. 687 at 2. This
information is also covered by a Protective Order from another court. Appx941-
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962 Uniloc USA, Inc. v. Microsoft Corp., No. 03-cv-440 (WES), Dkt. No. 23
(D.R.I. Apr. 30, 2004). These constitute compelling reasons shown to redact the
identified terms.
As such, Appellants respectfully request that the Court overrule the district
court and order that these few words remain redacted. See, e.g., Apple v. Samsung
(N.D. Cal. November Order), 2012 WL 5988570, at *4 (“The Ninth Circuit has
held, and [the Northern District of California] has previously ruled, that pricing
terms, royalty rates, and minimum payment terms of licensing agreements plainly
constitute trade secrets and thus are sealable.”).
3.

Apple’s Reply Brief should remain redacted.

After remand from this Court, Uniloc proposed to redact only a few phrases
in Apple’s reply brief, specifically on page 10 regarding Uniloc’s licenses with
Microsoft. Appx 853. The to-be-redacted information does not disclose the exact
dollar figures in the Uniloc-Microsoft licenses. But, in conjunction with other
information that has been made public, the disclosure of these lines would
effectively disclose the exact dollar figures of those licenses.
Even EFF did not seek the disclosure of this information. Nonetheless, the
district court ordered it unsealed.
For the reasons discussed immediately above with respect to the UnilocMicrosoft agreement, see supra Argument § III.B.2, Appellants respectfully
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request that the Court overrule the district court and order that these few words
remain redacted.
4.

The Jacobs Revised Redactions Declaration should
remain redacted.

The Jacobs Revised Redactions Declaration was submitted with Uniloc’s
motion for reconsideration. Appx761-776. The portions that Uniloc sought to
redact are those that relate solely to information from third-parties who expressly
asked that their information and requests remain confidential. In short, the to-beredacted sections are the pleas and explanations from twenty-three third-party
licensees, asking the district court to seal their licensing information.
Even EFF did not seek the disclosure of the redacted information.
Nonetheless, the district court ordered it unsealed.
As detailed in the declarations, this information constitutes trade secrets of
those third-party licensees, the disclosure of which would cause competitive harm
to them. Appx764-772 ¶¶ 4, 8-11; Appx436-450 (unsealed third-party
declarations); Appx805-833 (sealed third-party declarations). Disclosure of this
information would lead to information asymmetry between those third-parties and
potential licensors. See, e.g., Appx963-964, Oracle, No. 3:10-cv-03561-WHA,
Dkt. No. 687 at 2. This information is also covered by Protective Orders from
other courts. And, refusing to seal this information would likely result in a chilling
effect on future third-parties coming forward to advocate for their interests.
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Unsealing this information will provide no benefit at all to anyone and only harm
those third-parties that petitioned the district court for its assistance. These
constitute compelling reasons shown to redact the identified information. As such,
Appellants respectfully request that the Court overrule the district court and order
this declaration remain redacted. Apple v. Samsung (N.D. Cal. November Order),
2012 WL 5988570, at *4.
5.

The sealed declarations should remain under seal.

Exhibits G through N of Uniloc’s motion for reconsideration were sealed
and redacted declarations from third-party licensees. Appx805-833 (sealed thirdparty declarations).
Even EFF did not seek the disclosure of these declarations. Nonetheless, the
district court ordered them unsealed.
In each declaration, an executive from the given licensee explained in detail
the damage that would be caused by publication of the information that relates to
it. This information constitutes trade secrets of those third-parties, the disclosure
of which would cause competitive harm to those third-parties. Disclosure of this
information would lead to information asymmetry between the third-parties and
potential licensors. See, e.g., Appx963-964, Oracle, No. 3:10-cv-03561-WHA,
Dkt. No. 687 at 2. This information is also covered by Protective Orders from
other courts. And refusing to seal this information would likely result in a chilling
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effect on future third-parties coming forward to protect their interests. Unsealing it
will provide no benefit at all to anyone and only harm those third-parties that
petitioned the district court for its assistance. These constitute compelling reasons
shown to seal and redact these documents. As such, Appellants respectfully
request that the Court overrule the district court and order these declarations sealed
and redacted. Apple v. Samsung (N.D. Cal. November Order), 2012 WL 5988570,
at *4.
6.

The Palmer deposition excerpts should remain
redacted.

Apple’s motion to dismiss in the -358 case was accompanied by sixty-three
pages of transcript from the deposition of James Palmer, a Managing Director at
Fortress Investment Group.25 Appx549-612. Uniloc sought to seal just a few
words across three lines, which disclose the identity of third-party licensees.
Appx555. For these reasons and those discussed above, see supra Argument §
III.B.1, Appellants respectfully request that this Court overrule the district court
and order these three lines redacted.

25

Fortress Investment Group is an affiliate of Fortress Credit Co. LLC, i.e.,
“Fortress.”
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C.

There are compelling reasons to seal the Fortress
Memorandum and redact Apple’s Motion to Dismiss in the
-358 case.

The Fortress Memorandum is a detailed analysis of Uniloc created by nonparty Fortress, Appx613-616, which Apple submitted as an exhibit with its motion
to dismiss the -358 case. That motion discussed the Fortress Memorandum at page
15, from lines 13 to 17. Appx538. Fortress and Uniloc sought to seal the
Memorandum and the four lines of excerpts regarding Fortress in Apple’s brief.
Starting with the first two pages of the Fortress Memorandum, the document
summarizes Fortress’s prior interactions and business dealings with Uniloc;
analyzes Uniloc in depth; and proposes additional investments in Uniloc, based
upon Fortress’s internal, proprietary analyses of Uniloc. Appx614-615. This
information has not been shared outside of Fortress. Fortress’s proposal includes
terms which are not publicly available and which are considered proprietary to
Fortress. Disclosure of the information contained in the Fortress Memorandum
would harm Fortress’s ability to negotiate and further deal with Uniloc—which has
not seen the information—as well as other third-parties with whom Fortress might
seek to deal. Fortress considers its investment criteria among the most valuable—
and thus confidential—information available to it. Appx623-624 ¶¶ 19-23; see,
e.g., In re Koninklijke, 2020 WL 1865294, at *2 (sealing “information related to
business operations”); Appx989-990, Rembrandt, No. 14-cv-05094-WHA, Dkt.
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No. 144 at 2 (N.D. Cal. Jan. 12, 2016) (sealing “business model” information);
Arista Networks, 2018 WL 2010622, at *2-3 (sealing “highly confidential and
sensitive information relating to Cisco’s financial information and internal
development strategies,” “highly confidential and sensitive information relating to
Arista’s financial and customer information,” and “confidential settlement terms
between Cisco and third-party, Huawei Technologies”); Juicero, 2017 WL
8294276, at *2 (sealing “confidential financial and business information”);
Transperfect Global, 2014 WL 4950082, at *1 (sealing “confidential financial and
marketing information”).
Moreover, disclosure of this information would not aid the public. Whatever
personal interest one might have in reading non-party Fortress’s analyses of its
existing and potential investments, these particulars will play no part in verifying
the propriety of the district court’s order. Center for Auto Safety, 809 F.3d at 1096
(“The presumption of access is ‘based on the need for federal courts, although
independent—indeed, particularly because they are independent—to have a
measure of accountability and for the public to have confidence in the
administration of justice.’”). Unsurprisingly, the district court did not cite the
Fortress Memorandum its order dismissing the case. See Appx891-904. As such,
the public’s interest in it is de minimis. Cf. Kamakana, 447 F.3d at 1179.
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The third page of the Fortress Memorandum includes a list of fifty-five
third-party licenses taken from the larger list of 109 licenses in the Conformed
Revenue Sharing and Note and Warrant Purchase Agreement. For the reasons
discussed above with respect to the larger list, this licensing information should
remain under seal. See supra Argument § III.B.1.
Finally, the district court was mistaken when it stated that the document
should not be sealed because Fortress did not submit a declaration in support. As
the district court recognized, a declaration was submitted by (at least) counsel for
Uniloc. Appx35. However, Prince Lobel Tye LLP, counsel for Uniloc, also
represents Fortress with respect to production of the Fortress Memorandum in
these cases. As such, the declarant spoke with an individual at Fortress and
another attorney at the firm regarding the Fortress Memorandum in preparing the
declaration. And, on this basis, and on behalf of Fortress, that declarant identified
the confidential information, the harm that could come from disclosure of it, and
requested on behalf of Fortress that the court seal it. Appx619-625 ¶¶ 3, 19-23.
These constitute compelling reasons shown to seal the Fortress
Memorandum. As such, Appellants and Fortress respectfully request that the
Court overrule the district court and order these declarations sealed and redacted.
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CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, this Court should reverse the district court’s order
and remand with instructions to redact and seal the documents as proposed in
Uniloc’s motion.

April 2, 2021

Respectfully submitted,
UNILCO USA, INC. AND UNILOC
LUXEMBOURG, S.A., by their attorneys,
/s/ Aaron S. Jacobs
Aaron S. Jacobs
Prince Lobel Tye LLP
One International Place, Suite 3700
Boston, MA 02110
(617) 456-8000
ajacobs@princelobel.com
Counsel for Plaintiffs-Appellees
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Docket Item
Description
-360 case,
Winnard Decl. Exhibit
222-3
A: Conformed Revenue
Sharing and Note and
Warrant Purchase
&
Agreement.
-360 case,
222-11

-360 case,
222-5
&
-360 case,
222-29

-360 case,
222-7
&
-360 case,
222-25

-360 case,
222-9

Proposed Treatment
Redactions to the third-party
licensing information from
UNILOC_APPLE_2017_18337 to
UNILOC_APPLE_2017_18339.
See Argument § III.B.1.

Jacobs Decl. re Revised
Redactions Ex. B: Revised
redactions for Conformed
Revenue Sharing and Note
and Warrant Purchase
Agreement
Apple’s Reply

Redactions to the dollar values and
percentages related to the
Microsoft agreements, on page 10
Jacobs Decl. re Revised
at lines 15, 16, 17, 24 and 25,
Redactions Ex. U: Revised
which shall remain redacted. See
redactions for Apple Reply in Argument § III.B.3.
Support of Motion to Dismiss
Winnard Reply Decl. Exhibit Redactions to cover the financial
DD: Settlement and License terms of this agreement with
Agreement between
Microsoft. See Argument §
Microsoft and Uniloc
III.B.2.
Jacobs Decl. re Revised
Redactions Ex. W: [Sealed]
Settlement and License
Agreement between
Microsoft Corporation and
Uniloc
Decl. of Aaron S. Jacobs
(“Jacobs Revised Redactions
Decl.”) in Support of
Plaintiff’s Motion for
Reconsideration of the
Court’s January 17, 2019,

Redactions to third-party
information from page 5, line 16,
through page 10, line 8. See
Argument § III.B.4

Docket Item

-360 case,
222-13
-360 case,
222-15
-360 case,
222-17
-360 case,
222-19
-360 case,
222-21
-360 case,
222-23
-360 case,
222-25
-360 case,
222-27
-358 case,
No. 165
-358 case,
No. 165-2
-358 case,
No. 165-10

Description
Order re Sealing of Order on
Motion to Dismiss and
Motion to Join Party, and
Order re Administrative
Motions to File Under Seal
and Motion to Intervene
Jacobs Decl. re Revised
Redactions Ex. G: [Sealed]
Decl.
Jacobs Decl. re Revised
Redactions Ex. H: [Sealed]
Decl.
Jacobs Decl. re Revised
Redactions Ex. I: [Redacted]
Decl.
Jacobs Decl. re Revised
Redactions Ex. J: [Sealed]
Decl.
Jacobs Decl. re Revised
Redactions Ex. K: [Sealed]
Decl.
Jacobs Decl. re Revised
Redactions Ex. L: [Sealed]
Decl.
Jacobs Decl. re Revised
Redactions Ex. M: [Sealed]
Decl.
Jacobs Decl. re Revised
Redactions Ex. N: [Sealed]
Decl.
Apple’s Motion to Dismiss

Proposed Treatment

Third-party information to remain
sealed. See Argument § III.B.5.
Third-party information to remain
sealed. See Argument § III.B.5.
Third-party information to remain
redacted. See Argument § III.B.5.
Third-party information to remain
sealed. See Argument § III.B.5.
Third-party information to remain
sealed. See Argument § III.B.5.
Third-party information to remain
sealed. See Argument § III.B.5.
Third-party information to remain
sealed. See Argument § III.B.5.
Third-party information to remain
sealed. See Argument § III.B.5.

Third-party information to remain
redacted at 15:13-17. See
Argument § III.C.
Winnard Decl. Ex. A: Palmer Third-party information to remain
Deposition Excerpts
redacted at 119:14-16. See
Argument § III.B.6.
Fortress Memorandum
Third-party information to remain
sealed. See Argument § III.C.
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as m_]olcns
security [h^
and

02

cgjim_^ [hho[f
=]]om_^+ch`lcha_l Apple
=jjf_ f[n_l
imposed
annual gih_nct[ncih
monetization ai[fm
goals ih
on jf[chnc``
plaintiff Qhcfi],
Uniloc. Accused-infringer
later

03

^cm]ip_l_^ that
nb[n when
qb_h Uniloc
Qhcfi] filed
`cf_^ these
nb_m_ cases,
][m_m* cn
b[^ failed
`[cf_^ to
ni meet
g__n cnm
gih_nct[ncih ai[fm
discovered
it had
its monetization
goals `il
for

04

WKH preceding
SUHFHGLQJ WZHOYH
fc]_hm_* letting
f_nncha cn
the
twelve PRQWKV#
months, ZKLFK
which UHOHDVHG
released WKH
the VROH
sole FRQGLWLRQ
condition RQ
on 5RUWUHVVaV
Fortress's license,
it

05

mo\+fc]_hm_ nb_
=`n_l several
m_p_l[f rounds
lioh^m of
i` briefing
\lc_`cha and
[h^ decision,
^_]cmcih* [h^
sub-license
the [mm_ln_^
asserted j[n_hnm
patents ni
to nb_
the qilf^,
world. After
and

06
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l_g[h^ by
\s the
nb_ Court
?ioln of
i` Appeals
=jj_[fm for
`il the
nb_ Federal
B_^_l[f Circuit
?cl]ocn to
ni take
n[e_ a[ `l_mb
@_]_g\_l 42
a[ remand
fresh fiie*
look, a[ December

0

il^_l concluded
]ih]fo^_^ that
nb[n Uniloc
Qhcfi] indeed
ch^__^ lacked
f[]e_^ standing
mn[h^cha to
ni sue
mo_ b_l_
'Ji, C
? 18-00358,
/6+..136* Dkt.
@en, No.
Ji, /64(,
order
here (No.
186).

Qhcn_^ On[n_m @cmnlc]n ?ioln
Jilnb_lh @cmnlc]n i` ?[fc`ilhc[

1

O_p_l[f sets
m_nm i`
hiq converge
]ihp_la_ b_l_
Several
of m_[fcha
sealing gincihm
motions now
here \_][om_
because i`
of nb_
the jc_]_g_[f
piecemeal g[hh_l
manner ch
in

2

ZKLFK @QLORFaV
f[]e of
i` standing
mn[h^cha b[m
which
Uniloc's lack
has mol`[]_^
surfaced []limm
across nb_m_
these ][m_m,
cases. S_
We [^^l_mm
address \inb
both @QLORFaV
Uniloc's

3

l_ko_mn to
ni m_[f
PRVW recent
UHFHhn motion
gincih to
ni dismiss
^cmgcmm and
[h^ its
cnm requests
l_ko_mnm to
ni seal
m_[f similar
mcgcf[l
request
seal jilncihm
portions i`
of 0SSOHaV
Apple's most

4

g[n_lc[f in
ch the
nb_ related
l_f[n_^ cases,
][m_m* Nos.
Jim, C
? 18-00360
/6+..14. et
Ra seq.,
`R^(* where
qb_l_ Apple
=jjf_ first
`clmn raised
l[cm_^ the
nb_ standing
mn[h^cha
material

5

cmmo_, The
Pb_Federal
B_^_l[f Circuit
?cl]ocn largely
f[la_fs affirmed
[``clg_^ denial
^_hc[f of
i` those
nbim_ sealing
m_[fcha requests,
l_ko_mnm* but
\on has
b[m l_g[h^_^
issue.
remanded

6

`il
iol reconsideration
l_]ihmc^_l[ncih of
i` third
nbcl^ j[lns
chn_l_mnm, I[VY\P
for our
party ]ih`c^_hnc[fcns
confidentiality interests.
Uniloc ,*+/
2017 @@6
LLC c(
v. 4]]YR&
Apple, =[P(*
Inc.,

7

742 F.3d
B,1^ /13/*
Pb_ Electronic
Af_]nlihc] Frontier
Blihnc_l Foundation
Bioh^[ncih again
[a[ch moves
gip_m to
ni
964
1351, /142
1364 'B_^,
(Fed. ?cl,
Cir. 0.0.(,
2020). The

/.

LQWHUYHQH LQ
?KLV order
RUGHU follows
IROORZV full
IXOO briefing
EULHILQJ and
DQG aD
intervene
in RSSRVLWLRQ
opposition WR
to @QLORFaV
Uniloc's VHDOLQJ
sealing UHTXHVWV$
requests. This

//

b_[lcha (held
'b_f^ telephonically
n_f_jbihc][ffs ^o_
hearing
due ni
to ?KRE@+/7(,
COVID-19).

/0
/1

4B4@MG=G
ANALYSIS
B_^_l[f ]iolnm
Pb_s belong
\_fiha to
ni the
nb_ people,
j_ijf_* not
hin
Federal
courts [l_
are jo\fc]
public nlc\oh[fm*
tribunals, hin
not jlcp[n_
private g_^c[nilm,
mediators. They

/2

ni corporate
]iljil[n_ =g_lc][,
Pb_ public
jo\fc] has
b[m legitimate
f_acncg[n_ interests
chn_l_mnm in
ch looking
fiiecha over
ip_l our
iol shoulders
mbiof^_lm to
ni see
m__
to
America. The

/3

qbs and
[h^ how
biq we
q_ grant
al[hn relief
l_fc_` (or
'il not)
hin( and
[h^ specifically
mj_]c`c][ffs what
qb[n l_]il^
why
record domnc`c_^
justified 'il
(or hin(
not) nb[n
that l_fc_`,
relief.

/4

Oi
iol court
]ioln of
i` appeals
[jj_[fm b[m
l_]iahct_^ [a mnliha
jl_mogjncih i`
So our
has recognized
strong presumption
of jo\fc]
public []]_mm
access ni
to iol
our l_]il^m,
records.

/5

Kh a[ dispositive
^cmjimcncp_ motion,
gincih* sealing
m_[fcha [hs
il
On
any j[ln
part i`
of [a l_]il^
record l_kocl_m*
requires, qcnbion
without _bsjinb_mcm
"hypothesis or

/6

FRQMHFWXUH#` aD compelling
FRPSHOOLQJ factual
IDFWXDO EDVLV
\badRVTU` aUR
6a_(
conjecture,"
basis ZKLFK
which outweighs
the ]bOYVP
public V[aR_R`a
interest V[
in QV`PY\`b_R,
disclosure. Ctr.

/7

S\_ Auto
4ba\ Safety
GNSRaf v.
c( Chrysler
6U_f`YR_ ;_](*
6.7 B,1^
'7nb Cir.
?cl, 2016);
0./4(9 Kamakana
?NZNXN[N c(
for
Grp., 809
F.3d /.70*
1092, /.74^75
1096-97 (9th
v. 6Vaf
City "
&

0.

6\b[af
225 F.3d
B,1^ //50*
'7nb Cir.
?cl, 2006).
0..4(,
County \S
of <\[\YbYb*
Honolulu, 447
1172, //56^57
1178-79 (9th

0/

Eh
jl_m_hn case,
][m_* [a second
`RP\[Q public
jo\fc] chn_l_mn
Pb_ United
Qhcn_^ States
On[n_m
In iol
our present
interest [fmi
also `[pilm
favors []]_mm,
access. The

00

>XSUHPH
2RXUW "has
_KDV long
ORQJ recognized
UHFRJQL]HG that
WKDW the
WKH grant
JUDQW of
RI aD patent
SDWHQW is
LV aD matte[r]
PDWWHBUC involving
LQYROYLQJ SXEOLF
Supreme Court
public

01

ULJKWV$` A=patent
j[n_hn iscm not
hin a[ private
jlcp[n_ agreement
[al__g_hn between
\_nq__h jlcp[n_
N[nb_l* as
[m a[ creature
]l_[nol_ i`
rights."
private j[lnc_m,
parties. Rather,
of

02

mn[non_* the
aUR national
[NaV\[NY government
T\cR_[ZR[a grants
T_N[a` the
nb_ patent
j[n_hn in
ch derogation
^_lia[ncih of
i` the
nb_ usual
omo[f `l__
`fiq of
i` aii^m
statute,
free flow
goods

03

[h^ ideas.
c^_[m, See
GRR CVY
%8R_Tf Grp.,
;_](* 362
/16 S.
O, ?n,
and
Oil GaNaR`
States 8[R_Tf
Energy ,1;?<!
Servs. ?!
v. ';1181A<
Greene's Energy
584 Q,O,
U.S. ZZZ*, 138
Ct.

04

/143* /151
Pbom* the
nb_ undersigned
oh^_lmcah_^ has
b[m recognized
l_]iahct_^ that:
nb[n8
1365,
1373 '0./6(
(2018) 'koin[ncih
(quotation g[lem
marks igcnn_^(,
omitted). Thus,

05
06

1HFDXVH BD
ULJbnm flow
`fiq directly
^cl_]nfs from
`lig this
nbcm governmentaip_lhg_hn+
Because
[a SDWHQWHHaVC
patentee's] rights
]ih`_ll_^ power
jiq_l to
ni exclude,
_r]fo^_* the
nb_ public
jo\fc] ch
conferred
in nolh
turn b[m
has a[ mnliha
strong chn_l_mn
interest
ch knowing
ehiqcha nb_
_rn_hn i`
in
the `off
full extent
of nb_
the n_lgm
terms [h^
and ]ih^cncihm
conditions chpifp_^
involved ch
in

20
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Qhcn_^ On[n_m @cmnlc]n ?ioln
Jilnb_lh @cmnlc]n i` ?[fc`ilhc[

/.

BWKH patentee's]
SDWHQWHHaVC exercise
H[HUFLVH of
RI its
LWV patent
SDWHQW rights
ULJKWV and
DQG in
LQ seeing
VHHLQJ the
WKH extent
H[WHQW
[the
ni which
qbc]b BWKH
H[HUFLVH of
RI the
WKH government
JRYHUQPHQW grant
JUDQW affects
DIIHFWV
to
[the SDWHQWHHaVC
patentee's] exercise
]igg_l]_,
commerce.
Pb_
cgjiln[hn ]ihmc^_l[ncih
The cgj[]n
impact i`
of [a j[n_hn
patent ih
on ]igg_l]_
commerce cm
is [h
an important
consideration
i` jo\fc]
Kh_ consideration
]ihmc^_l[ncih is
cm the
nb_ issue
cmmo_ of
i` marking
g[lecha \s
of
public chn_l_mn,
interest. One
by
fc]_hm__m,
=hinb_l is
cm recognition
l_]iahcncih of
i` the
nb_ validity
p[fc^cns (or
'il not)
hin( of
i` the
nb_
licensees. Another
chp_hncihm, Another
=hinb_l is
cm in
ch setting
m_nncha [a l_[mih[\f_
Eh the
nb_ latter
f[nn_l
inventions.
reasonable lis[fns,
royalty. In
]ihn_rn* patent
j[n_hn holders
bif^_lm tend
n_h^ ni
ch litigation
fcnca[ncih [a p[mnfs
context,
to ^_g[h^
demand in
vastly \fi[n_^
bloated
ILJXUH
UR\DOWLHV` compared
FRPSDUHG to
WR what
ZKDW they
WKH\ have
KDYH
figure LQ
in _UHDVRQDEO\
"reasonably royalties"
_[lh_^ ch
Pb_l_
earned
in []no[f
actual fc]_hm_m
licenses i`
of nb_
the m[g_
same il
or ]igj[l[\f_
comparable j[n_hnm,
patents. There
cm a[ public
jo\fc] need
h__^ ni
fcnca[ncih acggc]e
is
to jifc]_
police nbcm
this litigation
gimmick pc[
via gil_
more jo\fc]
public
[]]_mm, KR
access.
We `U\bYQ
should [RcR_
never S\_TRa
forget aUNa
that RcR_f
every YVPR[`R
license UN`
has S\_PR
force N[Q
and
RSSRPa only
\[Yf ORPNb`R&
V[ the
aUR first
SV_`a ]YNPR&
effect
because, in
place, Na ]NaR[a
patent P\[`aVabaR`
constitutes Na ]bOYVP
public
T_N[a of
\S exclusive
RePYb`VcR _VTUa`,
grant
rights.
'Ji, C
? 18-00360,
/6+..14.* Dkt.
@en, No.
Ji, 187)
/65( (emphasis
'_gjb[mcm [^^_^(,
(No.
added).
S_ turn
nolh `clmn
WDVN on
RQ remand,
UHPDQG# to
WR reconsider
UHFRQVLGHU WKH
We
first ni
to WKH
the 5HGHUDO
Federal 2LUFXLWaV
Circuit's task
the _VHDOLQJ
"sealing RU
or

//

UHGDFWLRQ of
RI the
WKH SXUSRUWHGO\
redaction
purportedly FRQILGHQWLDO
confidential LQIRUPDWLRQ
information RI
of WKLUG
third SDUWLHV`
parties" DQG
and WR
to _g[e_
"make

/0

j[lnc]of[lct_^ determinations
^_n_lgch[ncihm as
[m to
ni whether
qb_nb_l [h^*
particularized
and, c`
if mi*
so, ni
to qb[n
what _rn_hn*
extent, nb_
the g[n_lc[fm
materials i`
of _[]b
each i`
of

/1

nb_m_ parties
j[lnc_m mbiof^
I[VY\P* 964
742 B,1^
Qhcfi] seeks
m__em to
ni seal
m_[f the
nb_ details
^_n[cfm
these
should \_
be g[^_
made jo\fc]$`
public." Uniloc,
F.3d [n
at /142,
1364. Uniloc

/2

i` its
cnm patent
j[n_hn licensing
fc]_hmcha agreements,
[al__g_hnm* n[echa
of
taking nb_
the `ilg
form i`8
of: 'c(
(i) n[\f_m
tables ]ihn[chcha
containing nb_
the h[g_m
names i`
of

/3

@QLORFaV licensees
OLFHQVHHV and
DQG the
WKH dates
GDWHV and
DQG dollar
GROODU amounts
DPRXQWV of
RI the
WKH deals;
GHDOV/ (ii)
!LL" brief
EULHI references
UHIHUHQFHV WR
GDWD
Uniloc's
to data

/4

`lig
nb[n table
n[\f_ in
ch an
[h Apple
=jjf_ brief;
\lc_`9 'ccc(
fc]_hmcha [al__g_hn
Qhcfi] [h^
from that
(iii) a[ licensing
agreement \_nq__h
between Uniloc
and Ic]limi`n9
Microsoft; 'cp(
(iv)

/5

_cabn declarations
^_]f[l[ncihm from
`lig p[lciom
l_ko_mncha the
nb_ ?ioln
e__j nb_cl
eight
various fc]_hm__m
licensees requesting
Court keep
their fc]_hm_
license ^_n[cfm
details oh^_l
under

/6

m_[f9 and
[h^ (v)
'p( a[ declaration
^_]f[l[ncih mogg[lctcha
seal;
summarizing mcgcf[l
similar l_ko_mnm
requests `lig
from g[hs
many fc]_hm__m,
licensees.

/7

Qhcfi] argues
[lao_m that
nb[n judges,
do^a_m* including
ch]fo^cha many
g[hs in
ch this
nbcm district,
^cmnlc]n* routinely
lionch_fs `ch^
Uniloc
find j[n_hn
patent fc]_hmcha
licensing

0.

^[n[ m_[f[\f_,
Kol court
]ioln of
i` appeals
[jj_[fm has
b[m found
`ioh^ aD videogame
YLGHRJDPH SXEOLVKHUaV
OLFHQVLQJ agreements
DJUHHPHQWV
data
sealable. Our
publisher's licensing

0/

ZLWK aD professional
SURIHVVLRQDO DWKOHWHVa
XQLRQ sealable;
m_[f[\f_9 and
[h^ the
nb_ Federal
B_^_l[f Circuit
?cl]ocn has
b[m found
`ioh^ profit
jli`cn and
[h^ ]imn
with
athletes' union
cost

00

^[n[ for
`il j[n_hn_^
>on the
nb_ crux
]lor of
i` the
nb_ problem
jli\f_g is
cm not
hin just
domn whether
qb_nb_l
data
patented [h^
and ch`lchacha
infringing aii^m
goods m_[f[\f_,
sealable. But

01

nb_ information
ch`ilg[ncih `[ffm
En is,
cm* rather,
l[nb_l* whether
qb_nb_l nb_
the
falls qcnbch
within ][n_ailc_m
categories i`
of m_[f[\f_
sealable ch`ilg[ncih,
information. It
the

02

]N_aVPbYN_ bases
ON`R` offered
i``_l_^ \s
particular
by iol
our nbcl^
third j[lnc_m
parties ionq_cab
outweigh nb_
the jl_mogjncih
presumption i`
ofjo\fc]
public[]]_mm,
access. E`
If

03

nb_m_ bases
\[m_m _rcmn
=`n_l all,
[ff* the
nb_
these
exist b_l_*
here, nb_s
they ]ig_
come hin
not `lig
from Qhcfi]*
Uniloc, \on
but `lig
from nb_
the nbcl^
third j[lnc_m,
parties. After

04

B_^_l[f Circuit
?cl]ocn [``clg_^
UHTXHVWV for
IRU sealing
VHDOLQJ and
DQG remanded
UHPDQGHG VROHO\
`il
Federal
affirmed nb_
the l_d_]ncih
rejection RI
of @QLORFaV
Uniloc's requests
solely for

05

nbcm Court
?ioln to
ni consider
]ihmc^_l nbcl^
GRR I[VY\P*
742 F.3d
B,1^ [n
/1429 6U_f`YR_*
6.7 F.3d
B,1^ [n
this
third j[lns
party chn_l_mnm,
interests. See
Uniloc, 964
at 1364;
Chrysler, 809
at

06

F.3d /0/2*
1214,1225-26
/.74^759 see,
`RR& e.g.,
R(T(* Apple
4]]YR v.
c( Samsung,
GNZ`b[T* 727
505 B,1^
/003^04 (Fed.
'B_^, Cir.
?cl, 2013);
0./1(9 In
=[ re
_R Elect.
8YRPa(
1096-97;
31
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4_a`# 298
'.- Fed.
5HG$ 0SSa[
*+- (9th
!.WK Cir.
2LU$ '%%-"9
+-;;4<3 ?!
&99=.-66 )1-2>1
Ji,
Arts,
App'x 568
2008); Parrish
v. *-=A6
Nat'l Football
League +6-@1;<
Players "<<A8*
Ass'n, No.

0

? 07-0943
.5+%.)( A60#
C
WHA, 3NW$
Dkt. 9R$
No. ).498 !9$3$
(N.D. 2DO$
Cal. ;FW$
Oct. '&#
21, '%%-"
2008) !40aV
(EA's PRWLRQ
motion WR
to VHDO",
seal).

Qhcn_^ On[n_m @cmnlc]n ?ioln
Jilnb_lh @cmnlc]n i` ?[fc`ilhc[

1

8RUHRYHU# @QLORFaV
UHOLDQFH on
RQ the
WKH numerous
QXPHURXV district
GLVWULFW court
FRXUW orders
il^_lm which
qbc]b have
b[p_ m_[f_^
Moreover,
Uniloc's reliance
sealed

2

mcgcf[l information
ch`ilg[ncih underscores
oh^_lm]il_m the
nb_ larger
f[la_l jli\f_g
similar
problem i`
of ch^cm]lcgch[n_
indiscriminate ip_lm_[fcha
oversealing ch
in j[n_hn
patent [h^
and

3

]igg_l]c[f ][m_m
Pbcm order
il^_l readily
l_[^cfs acknowledges
[]ehiqf_^a_m that
nb[n this
nbcm Court,
?ioln* among
[giha the
nb_
commercial
cases h[ncihqc^_,
nationwide. This

4

g[hs Uniloc
Qhcfi] cites,
]cn_m* has
b[m at
[n times
ncg_m `[ff_h
many
fallen chni
into nb_
the b[\cn*
habit, [m
as [a ]ih]_mmcih
concession ni
to nb_
the mbilnh_mm
shortness i`
of fc`_*
life, i`
of

5

ip_lm_[fcha ch`ilg[ncih
Kol
oversealing
information nb[n
that ch
in nlonb
truth mbiof^
should\_
beg[^_
madejo\fc],
public. >on
But nb_
the ]ofjlcnm
culprits m__g
seem jf[ch,
plain. Our

6

[^p_lm[lc[f system
msmn_g collapses
]iff[jm_m when,
qb_h* as
[m often
i`n_h i]]olm
ch nb_m_
O\aU parties
]N_aVR` seek
m__e to
ni seal
m_[f more
gil_
adversarial
occurs in
these mocnm*
suits, both

7

LQIRUPDWLRQ WKDQ
<HUKDSV
information
than WKH\
they KDYH
have DQ\
any ULJKW
right WR
to DQG
and VR
so GR
doQRW
notSROLFH
policeHDFK
eachRWKHUaV
other's LQGLVFUHWLRQ$
indiscretion. Perhaps

/.

hi case
][m_ better
\_nn_l illustrates
cffomnl[n_m this
nbcm collusive
]iffomcp_ oversealing
ip_lm_[fcha so
mi go]b
[m nb_
ih_ upon
ojih which
qbc]b Qhcfi]
no
much as
the one
Uniloc

//

]ihncho[ffs relies,
l_fc_m* Apple
4]]YR v.
c( GNZ`b[T,
O\aU Apple
=jjf_ and
[h^ Samsung
O[gmoha bombarded
\ig\[l^_^ nb_
continually
Samsung. Pb_l_*
There, both
the

/0

Dihil[\f_ Lucy
Ho]s H.
D, Koh
Gib with
qcnb _r]_mmcp_
b[\]]\`RQ sealing
m_[fcha motions,
gincihm* took
niie `off
Honorable
excessive [h^
and unopposed
full [^p[hn[a_
advantage i`
of

/1

WKH judge's
MXGJHaV patience
SDWLHQFH in
LQ permitting
SHUPLWWLQJ them
WKHP to
WR revise
UHYLVH and
DQG narrow
QDUURZ their
WKHLU motions,
PRWLRQV# and
DQG then
WKHQ appealed
DSSHDOHG
the

/2

nb_ partial
j[lnc[f denial
^_hc[f of
i` their
nb_cl sealing
m_[fcha motions
gincihm to
ni the
nb_ Federal
B_^_l[f Circuit,
?cl]ocn* where
qb_l_ they
nb_s again
[a[ch refused
l_`om_^ ni
the
to

/3

ijjim_ HDFK
PRWLRQV# OHDYLQJ
oppose
each RWKHUaV
other's motions,
leaving WKDW
that WDVN
task WR
to DPLFL
amiciFXULDH$
curiae. ,',
727 5$(G
F.3d &'&-^0.,
1218-20.

/4

Plo_
RYHUVHDOLQJ at
[n oral
il[f argument
[laog_hn here,
b_l_*
True ni
to `ilg*
form, acp_h
given nb_
the ijjilnohcns
opportunity ni
to ijjim_
oppose Qhcfi]aV
Uniloc's oversealing

/5

=jjf_ abandoned
[\[h^ih_^ the
nb_ Court
?ioln in
ch its
cnm _h`il]_g_hn
nb_ local
fi][f lof_m
Apple
enforcement i`
of the
rules [h^
and ]cl]ocn
circuit jl_]_^_hn*
precedent, `olnb_l
further

/6

]ih`clg_^ that
nb[n it
cn would
qiof^ not
hin oppose
ijjim_ the
nb_ sealing
m_[fcha ih
[jj_[f* and
[h^ opted
ijn_^ instead
chmn_[^ to
ni al[\
confirmed
on appeal,
grab cnm
its

/7

@_]_g\_l 24 pc]nils
Pbcm is
cm why
qbs EFF
ABB must
gomn be
\_
December
victory ih
on nb_
the mn[h^cha
standing cmmo_
issue [h^
and b_[^
head `il
for nb_
the bcffm,
hills. This

0.

j_lgcnn_^ ni
Scnbion EFF,
ABB# WKH
ULJKW of
RI DFFHVV
Kol
permitted
to chn_lp_h_,
intervene. Without
the SXEOLFaV
public's right
access ZLOO
will KDYH
have QR
no DGYRFDWH$
advocate. Our

0/

]ioln of
i` appeals
[jj_[fm has
b[m permitted
j_lgcnn_^ mcgcf[l
j_lgcmmcp_ chn_lp_hncih
court
similar permissive
intervention \s
by j[lnc_m
parties m__echa
seeking l_]il^
record []]_mm,
access.

00

F.2d 25.*
470, 251^,)
473-74 !.WK
(9th 2LU$
Cir. &..'"$
1992). 455aV
EFF's timely
,11 #1/57-8
(8<! $9!*
744 B,0^
WLPHO\
See
Beckman (80><!
Indus. ?!
v. (8=A6
Int7 Ins.
Co., 966

01

gincih to
ni intervene
chn_lp_h_ cm
motion
is nbom
thus al[hn_^,
granted.

02

Qhcfi] solicited
mifc]cn_^ the
nb_ views
pc_qm of
i` all
[ff one
ih_ hundred
boh^l_^ nine
hch_ licensees
fc]_hm__m l_a[l^cha
Uniloc
regarding nb_
the m_[fcha
sealing i`
of nb_cl
their

03

j[n_hn license
fc]_hm_ ^_n[cfm,
l_jilnm that
nb[n two
nqi agreed
[al__^ to
ni disclosure,
^cm]fimol_* eight
_cabn offered
i``_l_^ to
ni disclose
^cm]fim_ their
nb_cl
patent
details. ItEn reports

04

c^_hncnc_m but
\on asked
[me_^ to
ni e__j
nb_ remaining
l_g[chcha ^_n[cfm
[h^ nq_hns
nbl__ asked
[me_^ to
ni e__j
identities
keep the
details oh^_l
under m_[f*
seal, and
twenty three
keep [ff
all

05

ch`ilg[ncih oh^_l
=ff of
i` this
nbcm is
cm hearsay,
b_[lm[s* and
[h^ again,
[a[ch* gil_ip_l#
[laog_hn on
\[
information
under m_[f,
seal. All
moreover, @QLORFaV
Uniloc's argument

06

ORUNYS of
i` third
nbcl^ j[lnc_m
@QLORFaVown
RZQ interests
LQWHUHVWV appear
DSSHDU sprinkled
VSULQNOHG throughout
WKURXJKion its
cnm
behalf
parties lcham
rings biffiq,
hollow. Uniloc's

42
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[laog_hn and,
[h^* unlike
ohfce_ Electronic
Af_]nlihc] Arts,
=lnm* who
qbi appeared
[jj_[l_^ and
[h^ [lao_^
cnm iqh
]ih`c^_hnc[fcns chn_l_mnm
argument
argued its
own confidentiality
interests

0

\_`il_ both
\inb the
nb_ district
^cmnlc]n court
]ioln and
[h^ court
]ioln of
i` appeals,
[jj_[fm* no
hi third
nbcl^ party
j[lns has,
b[m* despite
^_mjcn_ hinc]_*
before
notice, `cf_^
filed [hs
any

1

l_ko_mn or
il statement
mn[n_g_hn on
ih our
iol docket
^i]e_n in
ch connection
]ihh_]ncih qcnb
request
with nb_
the chmn[hn
instant m_[fcha
sealing gincihm,
motions. 6\[a_N
Contra =[
In _R
re

2

8YRPa( Arts,
4_a`# 298
'.- 5HG$
*+-/ see
`RR Parrish,
DN__V`U* Dkt.
@en, Ji,
Ccp_h the
WKH Federal
5HGHUDO 2LUFXLWaV
SXEOLF
Elect.
Fed. 0SSa[
App'x 568;
No. 276,
498. Given
Circuit's public

3

l_g[h^ ni
S_
remand
to gil_
more ][l_`offs
carefully ]ihmc^_l
consider nb_cl
their chn_l_mnm*
interests, WKH
the WKLUG
thirdSDUWLHVa
parties' VLOHQFH
silence mj_[em
speaks pifog_m,
volumes. We

4

[l_ left
f_`n to
ni balance
\[f[h]_ the
nb_ public
jo\fc] interest
chn_l_mn against
[a[chmn either
_cnb_l stale
mn[f_ declarations
^_]f[l[ncihm from
`lig nearly
h_[lfs two
nqi s_[lm
[ai
are
years ago

5

'`il those
nbim_ _cabn
KHDUVD\$
(for
eight qbi
who jlipc^_^
provided nb_g"
them) RU
or @QLORFaV
Uniloc's hearsay.

6

Pb[n
WKLUG party
SDUW\ licensees
OLFHQVHHV who
ZKR did
^c^ previously
jl_pciomfs request
l_ko_mn
That m[c^*
said, nb_
the nb_g_
theme [giha
among @QLORFaV
Uniloc's third

7

m_[fcha is
cm a[ concern
]ih]_lh that
nb[n disclosure
^cm]fimol_ of
i` their
nb_cl identities
c^_hncnc_m and
[h^ license
fc]_hm_ details
^_n[cfm will
qcff expose
_rjim_ them
nb_g to
ni
sealing

/.

inb_l non-practicing
hih+jl[]nc]cha j[n_hn
l_g[chm true
nlo_ that
nb[n information
ch`ilg[ncih tending
n_h^cha ni
b[l[mm g[s
other
patent bif^_lm,
holders. ItEn remains
to harass
may

//

mojjiln sealing.
m_[fcha, 6U_f`YR_*
6.7 F.3d
B,1^ [n
J_p_lnb_f_mm* the
nb_ identities
c^_hncnc_m of
i` the
nb_ patent
j[n_hn licensees
fc]_hm__m
support
Chrysler, 809
at /.75,
1097. Nevertheless,

/0

[h^ the
nb_ dates
^[n_m [h^
=a[ch* a[
and
and h[nol_m
natures i`
of nb_cl
their j[n_hn
patent fc]_hm_m
licenses mbiof^
should [h^
and qcff
will \_
be ^cm]fim_^
disclosed b_l_,
here. Again,

/1

j[n_hn is
cm a[ public
]bOYVP grant
al[hn i`
= patent
j[n_hn owner
iqh_l is
cm a[ tenant
n_h[hn on
ih a[ plot
jfin within
qcnbch the
nb_ realm
l_[fg of
i` public
jo\fc]
patent
of lcabnm,
rights. A

/2

ehiqf_^a_* [h^
Pb_ public
jo\fc] has
b[m every
_p_ls right
lcabn to
ni account
[]]iohn for
`il all
[ff its
cnm
knowledge,
and [a fc]_hm__
licensee cm
is b_l
her mo\+n_h[hn,
sub-tenant. The

/3

n_h[hnm* all
[ff its
cnm sub-tenants,
mo\+n_h[hnm* and
[h^ (more
'gil_ broadly)
\li[^fs( anyone
[hsih_ holding
bif^cha even
_p_h a[ mfc]_
nb_ public
jo\fc] al[hn,
tenants,
slice i`
of the
grant.

/4

En
It [fmi
also l_g[chm
remains nlo_
true nb[n
that cg[a_
image fc]_hmcha
licensing il
or jli^o]n
product `ch[h]c[f
fmancial ch`ilg[ncih
information g[s
may \_
be m_[f_^
sealed

/5

qb_l_ circumstances
]cl]ogmn[h]_m warrant.
q[ll[hn, GRR
8YRPa( 4_a`#
'.- 5HG$
where
See 4]]YR*
Apple, 505
727 B,1^
F.3d [n
at /003^049
1225-26; Elect.
Arts, 298
Fed. 0SSa[
App'x

/6

346,
=a[ch* however,
biq_p_l* patent
j[n_hn licenses
fc]_hm_m carry
][lls unique
ohcko_ ]ihmc^_l[ncihm,
Pb_ public
jo\fc] has
b[m an
[h interest
chn_l_mn in
ch
568. Again,
considerations. The

/7

LQVSHFWLQJ WKH
WUDQVDFWLRQV# SDUWLFXODUO\
inspecting
the YDOXDWLRQ
valuation RI
of WKH
the SDWHQW
patent ULJKWV
rights DV
as UHYHDOHG
revealed E\
by @QLORFaV
Uniloc's transactions,
particularly

0.

JLYHQ VHFUHF\
En may
g[s
given
secrecy VR
so RIWHQ
often SOD\V
plays WR
to WKH
the SDWHQWHHaV
patentee's DGYDQWDJH
advantage LQ
in IRUFLQJ
forcing EORDWHG
bloatedUR\DOWLHV$
royalties. It

0/

_p_h be
\_ nb[n
SRVLWLRQV# i``_lcha
even
that ^cm]fimol_
disclosure i`
of jlcil
prior j[n_hn
patent fc]_hm_m
licenses EHWWHU
better LOOXPLQDWHV
illuminates WKH
the SDUWLHVa
parties' positions,
offering

00

oj+`lihn cost
]imn evaluations
_p[fo[ncihm of
i` potentially
jin_hnc[ffs ch`lchacha
]ih^o]n [h^
^lcpcha license
fc]_hm_ values
p[fo_m ni
up-front
infringing conduct
and driving
to [a gil_
more

01

[]]ol[n_ representation
l_jl_m_hn[ncih i`
Eh addition,
[^^cncih* the
nb_ patent
j[n_hn license
fc]_hm_
accurate
of nb_
the n_]bhifiac][f
technological p[fo_
value i`
of nb_
the j[n_hn,
patent. In

02

p[fo_m here
b_l_ may
g[s inform
ch`ilg l_[mih[\f_
lis[fnc_m in
ch inb_l
]iolnm,
values
reasonable royalties
other courts.

03

?ih]fomcp_ b_l_*
Conclusive
here, nbioab*
though, cm
is nb_
the `[]n
fact nb[n
that nb_
the ^[n_m
dates [h^
and ^iff[l
dollar [giohnm
amounts chpifp_^
involved ch
in Qhcfi]am
Uniloc's

04

j[n_hn OLFHQVHV
WKHprimary
jlcg[ls dispute,
^cmjon_* that
nb[n of
i` Uniloc's
@QLORFaV standing
VWDQGLQJ (or
'il lack
f[]e of)
i`( to
ni
patent
licenses _JR
"go WR
to WKH
the KHDUW
heart RI`
of the

05

mo_, 6S(
6.7 B,1^
Pb_ dates
^[n_m and
[h^ amounts
[giohnm of
i` the
nb_ fc]_hm_m
sue.
Cf. 6U_f`YR_*
Chrysler, 809
F.3d [n
at /.76,
1098. The
licenses l_p_[f_^
revealed Qhcfi]am
Uniloc's

06

`[cfol_
GHIDXOW#
failure ni
to g__n
meet cnm
its ncg_+\[m_^
time-based gih_nct[ncih
monetization ai[fm
goals ZKLFK#
which, LQ
in WXUQ#
turn, UHVXOWHG
resulted LQ
in @QLORFaV
Uniloc's default,
35
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l_f_[m_^ nb_
EURDG license,
OLFHQVH# and
DQG divested
GLYHVWHG Uniloc
@QLORF of
RI standing
VWDQGLQJ to
WR sue.
VXH$
released
the l_mnlLFWLRQ
restriction RQ
on 5RUWUHVVaV
Fortress's broad

0

Qhcfi] argues
[lao_m that
nb[n only
ihfs the
nb_ aggregate
[aal_a[n_ value
p[fo_ of
i` its
cnm patent
j[n_hn licensing
fc]_hmcha revenue
l_p_ho_ over
ip_l the
nb_ relevant
l_f_p[hn
Uniloc

1

ncg_ j_lci^
Pb_ public
jo\fc]
time
period g[nn_lm
matters ni
to nb_
the [h[fsmcm
analysis i`
of nb_
the @_]_g\_l
December24il^_l,
order. Pbcm
This gcmm_m
misses nb_
the jichn,
point. The

2

iq_m fcnnf_
VWDWHPHQWm of
i` fact
SNPa and
[h^ has
b[m every
_p_ls right
lcabn to
ni inspect
chmj_]n the
nb_ \[m_m
owes
little GHIHUHQFH
deference WR
to WKLV
this 2RXUWaV
Court's statements
bases

3

`il
=HYLHZ of
RI the
WKH SDUWLHVa
DQG the
WKH 2RXUWaV
FDOFXODWLRQ RI
DFWXDO
for nbim_
those VWDWHPHQWV$
statements. Review
parties' and
Court's calculation
of @QLORFaV
Uniloc's actual

4

PRQHWL]DWLRQ UHTXLUHV
SDWHQW
monetization
requires SXEOLF
public DFFHVV
access WR
to WKH
the XQGHUO\LQJ
underlying DPRXQWV
amounts DQG
and GDWHV
dates RI
of @QLORFaV
Uniloc's patent

5

fc]_hm_m,
Pbcm information
ch`ilg[ncih will
qcff be
\_ unsealed
ohm_[f_^ in
ch `off,
licenses. This
full.

6
7
/.

Qhcn_^ On[n_m @cmnlc]n ?ioln
Jilnb_lh @cmnlc]n i` ?[fc`ilhc[

//

Polhcha
PRVW recent
U_]_hn motion
gincih to
ni dismiss,
^cmgcmm* Uniloc
Qhcfi] first
`clmn seeks
m__em to
ni seal
m_[f references
l_`_l_h]_m to
ni
Turning ni
to 0SSOHaV
Apple's most
nbl__ mj_]c`c]
=m above,
[\ip_* this
nbcm
three
specific j[n_hn
patent fc]_hm__m
licensees ch
in nb_
the _r]_ljnm
excerpts i`
of [a ^_jimcncih
deposition nl[hm]lcjn,
transcript. As
ch`ilg[ncih will
qcff be
\_ unsealed.
ohm_[f_^,
information
Qhcfi] next
h_rn seeks
m__em to
ni seal
m_[f a[ three-page
nbl__+j[a_ extract
_rnl[]n of
i` an
[h internal
chn_lh[f Bilnl_mm
g_gil[h^og and
[h^
Uniloc
Fortress memorandum

/0

EULHI references
UHIHUHQFHV WR
@QLORFaVcounsel
Fiohm_fdescribes
^_m]lc\_m the
nb_ memorandum
g_gil[h^og as
[m
brief
to LWit LQ
in 0SSOHaV
Apple's PRWLRQ$
motion. Uniloc's

/1

5RUWUHVVaV internal
LQWHUQDO deliberations
GHOLEHUDWLRQV on
RQ whether
ZKHWKHU to
WR invest
LQYHVW PRUH
OLWLJDWLRQ campaign.
FDPSDLJQ$
Fortress's
more LQ
in @QLORFaV
Uniloc's litigation

/2

Pbom*
EXVLQHVV
Thus, ]iohm_f
counsel [mm_lnm*
asserts, ^cm]fimol_
disclosure i`
of nb_
the g_gil[h^og
memorandum ZRXOG
would EURDGFDVW
broadcast 5RUWUHVVaV
Fortress's business

/3

gi^_f and
[h^ criteria
]lcn_lc[ for
`il investment
chp_mng_hn to
ni the
nb_ world,
qilf^* jf[]cha
model
placing cn
it [n
at [a ]igj_ncncp_
competitive ^cm[^p[hn[a_
disadvantage ch
in

/4

h_ainc[ncihm with
qcnb future
`onol_ investment
chp_mng_hn jlimj_]nm,
negotiations
prospects.

/5

>on* as
[m EFF
ABB correctly
]ill_]nfs notes,
hin_m* this
nbcm sealing
m_[fcha interest
chn_l_mn cm
&9;=;1<<A<# not
QRW @QLORFaV$
U_n Fortress
Bilnl_mm
But,
is Fortress's,
Uniloc's. Yet

/6

b[m not
hin mo\gcnn_^
Ehmn_[^* Uniloc
Qhcfi] filed
`cf_^ the
nb_
has
submitted [a ^_]f[l[ncih
declaration ch
in mojjiln
support i`
of cnm
its m_[fcha
sealing l_ko_mn,
request. Instead,

/7

b_[lm[s declaration
^_]f[l[ncih b_l_*
FRXQVHO apparently
[jj[l_hnfs said
m[c^ (No.
'Ji, C
? /6+
hearsay
here, g_l_fs
merely l_jilncha
reporting ZKDW
what 5RUWUHVVaV
Fortress's counsel
18-

0.

..136* @en,
Nof_ 79-5
57+3 does
^i_m not
hin require
l_kocl_ go]b
>on it
cn does
^i_m
00358,
Dkt. Ji,
No. /51
173 [n
at ••
¶¶ 1*
3,/7^00(,
19-22). Rule
much ni
to m_[f,
seal. But

0/

UHTXLUH WKDW
_aUR Designating
7R`VT[NaV[T Party
DN_af must
gomn file
`cf_ a[ declaration
^_]f[l[ncih ., ., ., establishing
_mn[\fcmbcha that
nb[n [ff
nb_
require
that "the
all i`
of the

00

GHVLJQDWHG PDWHULDO
2LY$ L.R.
7$=$ 79-5(e)(1)
,.+3'_('/( '_gjb[mcm
Qhcfi] and
[h^ Fortress
Bilnl_mm
designated
material LV
is VHDODEOH$`
sealable." Civ.
(emphasis [^^_^(,
added). Uniloc

01

[l_ more
gil_ nb[h
Pb_cl
are
than ih
on hinc]_
notice i`
of nb_
the l_kocl_g_hnm
requirements i`
of iol
our fi][f
local lof_m
rules l_a[l^cha
regarding m_[fcha,
sealing. Their

02

]ihncho_^ incapacity
ch][j[]cns ni
continued
to `iffiq
follow il
or n[e_
take m_lciomfs
seriously iol
our fi][f
local lof_m
rules b[m
has [fl_[^s
already ][om_^
caused nb_
the \ofe
bulk i`
of

03

nb_cl sealing
m_[fcha headaches
b_[^[]b_m herein.
b_l_ch, Uniloc,
I[VY\P* 964
742 B,1^
Pb_cl noncompliance
hih]igjfc[h]_ with
qcnb our
iol local
fi][f
their
F.3d [n
at /14/,
1361. Their

04

lof_m b[m
?KH investment
LQYHVWPHQW memorandum
PHPRUDQGXP and
DQG references
UHIHUHQFHV WR
EULHI will
ZLOO
rules
has mnlo]e
struck DJDLQ$
again. The
to LWit LQ
in 0SSOHaV
Apple's brief

05

\_ disclosed,
^cm]fim_^* and
[h^ the
nb_ table
n[\f_ of
i` licenses
fc]_hm_m will
qcff be
\_ ^cm]fim_^
be
disclosed [fmi
also `il
for nb_
the l_[mihm
reasons [\ip_,
above.

06
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6CB6@IG=CB
CONCLUSION

0

455aV motion
PRWLRQ to
WR intervene
LQWHUYHQH is
LV GRANTED.
;F4BH87, Pb_
ABB `il
EFF's
The ?ioln
Court nb[hem
thanks EFF
for cnm
its gimn
most b_fj`of
helpful

1
2

0SSOHaV administrative
[^gchcmnl[ncp_ motion
gincih to
ni seal
m_[f its
cnm motion
gincih to
ni dismiss
^cmgcmm (No.
'Ji, C
? 18-00358,
/6+..136* Dkt.
@en, Jim,
Apple's
Nos.

3

/42*
78B=87$ Uniloc's
@QLORFaV renewed
UHQHZHG motion
PRWLRQ to
WR seal
VHDO (No.
!9R$ 18-00360,
&-+..14.* Dkt.
@en, No.
Ji, 222)
000( cm
164, /51(
173) cm
is DENIED.
is

4

DENIED.
78B=87, Uniloc
@QLORF waived
ZDLYHG VHDOLQJ
RSSRVLWLRQ WR
UHQHZHG motion
PRWLRQ IRU
sealing RI
of 0SSOHaV
Apple's opposition
to @QLORFaV
Uniloc's renewed
for

5

^_]f[l[ncih of
i` mo\d_]n
g[nn_l [h^
declaration
subject matter
and dich^_l
joinder i`
of Qhcfi]
Uniloc 0./5
2017 'Ji,
(No. ?
C /6+..136*
18-00358, @en,
Dkt. Jim,
Nos. /40*
162, /50(,
172).

6

Pbcm
cm DENIED.
78B=87,
This gincih
motion is

7
/.
//
Qhcn_^ On[n_m @cmnlc]n ?ioln
Jilnb_lh @cmnlc]n i` ?[fc`ilhc[

EULHILQJ and
DQG ZLOOLQJQHVV
ULJKW of
RI access.
DFFHVV$
briefing
willingness WR
to YLQGLFDWH
vindicate WKH
the SXEOLFaV
public's right

As
=m the
nb_ Federal
B_^_l[f ?cl]ocn
Circuit [``clg_^
affirmed nb_
the ^_hc[f
denial i`
of @QLORFaV
Uniloc's previous
jl_pciom sealing
m_[fcha requests,
l_ko_mnm* the
nb_

gincih to
ni place
jf[]_ documents
^i]og_hnm ch
nb_ public
jo\fc] l_]il^
@en, No.
Ji, 00.(
;F4BH87,
motion
in the
record 'Ji,
(No. /6+..14.*
18-00360, Dkt.
220) cm
is GRANTED.
Pb_
]ihn_mn_^ ^_hc[fm
\_ G
H4M87 until
ohncf 28
06 days
^[sm after
[`n_l all
[ff appeals
[jj_[fm i`
nbcm il^_l
The contested
denials b_l_ch
herein mb[ff
shall be
STAYED
of this
order

/0

[l_ exhausted.
_rb[omn_^, The
Pb_ parties
j[lnc_m shall
mb[ff please
jf_[m_ advise
[^pcm_ the
nb_ Court
?ioln when
qb_h this
nbcm period
j_lci^ has
b[m run
loh and
[h^ remind
l_gch^
are

/1

nb_ Court
?ioln to
ni effect
_``_]n the
nb_ unsealing.
ohm_[fcha,
the

/2

=H IS
=G SO
GC ORDERED.
CF78F87&
IT

/3
/4

@[n_^8 December
@_]_g\_l 22,
00* 2020.
0.0.,
Dated:

/5
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UNITED
QJEPA@ STATES
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